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ABSTRACT
The trend of increasing processor performance by boosting frequency has been halted due
to excessive power dissipation. However, transistor density has continued to grow which has
enabled integration of many cores on a single chip to meet the performance requirements of future
applications. Scaling to hundreds of cores on a single chip present a number of challenges, mainly
efficient data access and on-chip communication. Near-threshold voltage (NTV) operation has
been identified as the most energy efficient region to operate in. Running at NTV can facilitate
efficient data access, however, it introduces bit-cell faults in the SRAMs which needs to be dealt
with. Another avenue to extract data access efficiency is by improving on-chip data locality. Shared
memory abstraction dominates the traditional small computer and embedded space due to its ease
of programming. For efficiency, shared memory is often implemented with hardware support for
synchronization and cache coherence among the cores. However, accesses to shared data with
frequent writes results in wasteful invalidations, synchronous write-backs, and cache line ping-pong
leading to low spatio-temporal locality. Moreover, communication through coherent caches and
shared memory primitives is inefficient because it can take many instructions to coordinate between
cores.
This thesis focuses on mitigating the effects of the data access and communication challenges
ii
and make architectural contributions to enable efficient and scalable many-core processors. The
main idea is to minimize data movement and make each necessary data access more efficient. In
this regard, a novel private level-1 cache architecture is presented to enable efficient and fault-free
operation at near-threshold voltages. To better exploit data locality, a last-level cache (LLC) data
replication scheme is proposed that co-optimizes data locality and off-chip miss rate. It utilizes an
in-hardware predictive mechanism to classify data and only replicate high reuse data in the local
LLC bank. Finally, a hybrid shared memory, explicit messaging architecture is proposed to enable
efficient on-chip communication. In this architecture the shared memory model is retained, however,
a set of lightweight in-hardware explicit message passing style instructions are introduced in the
instruction set architecture (ISA) that enable efficient movement of computation to where data is
located.
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The trend of increasing performance by boosting frequency has been halted due to excessive power
dissipation. However, transistor density has continued to grow which has enabled integration of
many cores on a single chip to meet the performance requirements of future applications. Scaling to
hundreds of cores on a single chip present a number of challenges, such as scalability and energy
efficiency. Tackling these challenges will require rethinking of how processors are designed and
programmed.
To enable scaling to a large number of cores on a single chip, two main challenges arise,
namely 1) data access, and 2) on-chip communication. Both of these challenges must be tackled
to keep the energy consumption under a reasonable limit and enable performance scaling. Shared
memory abstraction dominates the traditional small computer and embedded space. Designing a
parallel application under shared memory is attractive from the perspective of ease of programming.
Furthermore, cache coherence is implemented in the hardware to enable efficient on-chip data
access without programmer intervention. However, the non-uniform nature of a data access in a
distributed single chip many-core processor makes efficient data access challenging. Moreover,
1
2communication through coherent caches and shared memory primitives are inefficient because they
can take many instructions to coordinate between cores. In this thesis I propose novel architectural
methods to improve data access and on-chip communication.
1.1 Efficient Data Access
Future processors are expected to operate on massive amounts of data. These many-core processors
will operate on application data structures with varying degree of spatio-temporal locality. Moving
data around on a chip under conventional cache hierarchies is inefficient, resulting in high memory
access latency and energy consumption [1, 2]. Therefore, future processors will be constrained not
by their computation capabilities but rather by their data access efficiency. Efficient data access
encompasses intelligent management of on-chip cache and network resources at nominal as well as
near-threshold voltages.
Extreme voltage scaling increases the energy efficiency of future processors since energy scales
quadratically with voltage [3]. Operation at NTV can deliver up to 10× reduction in energy [2].
However, the clock frequency of the processor must be reduced, otherwise the hardware structures
may fail due to extremely tight timing guard-bands. Logic elements have been shown to be resilient
to timing variations at NTV [2]. However, SRAM memory bit-cells that are used to design fast
on-chip caches are most vulnerable to failure due to their tight functionality margins [3].
To make private caches resilient to hard-faults, a non-uniform access private L1 cache archi-
tecture (NUCA-L1) is proposed. The key idea is to access fault-free cache lines with no additional
hit latency. For cache lines with one bit-cell fault, the fault site is corrected by implementing an
error correcting mechanism. The trade-off is the additional hit latency for accesses to such cache
lines. Finally, cache lines with faults that cannot be corrected (e.g., two or more bit-cell faults) are
3disabled. By having an architecture that optimizes for the common case of L1 hit while recovering
cache capacity improves data locality.
The data access efficiency challenge is further exasperated at higher core counts due to two
main reasons. (1) The diameter of on-chip networks increases with core count, making the cost
of moving data expensive. Furthermore, emerging technologies such as 3D die stacking [4] will
make the “distance” to access data even more non-uniform. (2) At sub-22nm, on-chip wires are not
scaling at the same rate as transistors. While compute energy is projected to scale down by 6× from
45nm to 7nm, interconnect energy only scales down by 1.6× [2]. Similar trends are projected for
transistor and wire delay scaling. Hence, unnecessary data movement not only impacts memory
access latency, but also incurs wasteful energy consumption of network and cache resources.
Motivated by the fact that cache lines exhibit varying degrees of reuse at the last level cache
(LLC), the locality-aware data replication scheme is proposed. A low-overhead yet highly accurate
hardware-only predictive mechanism is proposed to track and classify the reuse of each cache line
in the LLC. A runtime classifier only allows replicating those cache lines that demonstrate reuse at
the LLC while bypassing replication for others. This improves data access locality by minimizing
the number of accesses to remote locations in a single chip many-core processor.
1.2 Efficient On-chip Communication
Designing a parallel application under shared memory is attractive from the perspective of ease of
programming. Cache coherence is implemented in the hardware to enable efficient on-chip data
access without programmer intervention. However, communication between cores through coherent
caches and shared memory primitives is inefficient and can potentially take hundreds of cycles to
complete. This can prove to be very detrimental to performance for accesses to contended shared
4data in an application because it produces high on-chip traffic due to cache line ping-pong and cache
coherence effects. This leads to higher memory access latency and energy consumption.
To mitigate the inefficient communication bottleneck, a novel architectural mechanism to explic-
itly manage communication is proposed. As moving data to computation can become inefficient
in widely shared read-write data, explicit communication is exploited to move computation to
data. This way the data remains in one place while different operations are being performed on it,
eliminating unnecessary data movement. The idea of explicit management is also applied to acceler-
ating shared memory synchronization primitives. To enable explicit communication, I propose to
retain the shared memory programming model, however, introduce a set of lightweight in-hardware
explicit messaging style send and receive instructions in the instruction set architecture (ISA). These
instructions are implemented in hardware to enable efficient core-to-core communication. The
advantage is that the cache coherence related indirections of shared memory protocols can be aug-
mented by point-to-point explicit communication over the on-chip network, leading to a significant
reduction in data access movement and a consequent lowering of energy usage. Furthermore, the
proposed explicit communication ISA extension enables flexible but powerful programming and
communication models. These include; overlapping communication with computation, making
communication concurrent, atomic execution of functions, avoiding coherence traffic by pushing
data, and moving computation to where data is located. All these techniques help parallel workloads
to overcome shared memory induced bottlenecks and scale better.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 talks about NUCA-L1 architecture in
detail. Locality-aware data replication is discussed in Chapter 3. Scaling shared memory many-core
architectures using explicit messaging is discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
Chapter 2
NUCA-L1: A Non-Uniform Access Latency
Level-1 Cache Architecture for Multicores
Operating at Near-Threshold Voltages
Research has shown that operating in near-threshold region is expected to provide up to 10× energy-
efficiency for future processors. However, reliable operation below a minimum voltage (Vccmin)
cannot be guaranteed due to process variations. Because SRAM margins can easily be violated at
near-threshold voltages, their bit-cell failure rates are expected to rise steeply. Multicore processors
rely on fast private L1 caches to exploit data locality and achieve high performance. In the presence
of high bit-cell fault rates, traditionally an L1 cache either sacrifices capacity or incurs additional
latency to correct the faults. It is observed that L1 cache sensitivity to hit latency offers a design
tradeoff between capacity and latency. When fault rate is high at extreme Vccmin, it is beneficial
to recover L1 cache capacity, even if it comes at the cost of additional latency. However, at low
fault rates, the additional constant latency to recover cache capacity degrades performance. With
this tradeoff in mind, I propose a Non-Uniform Cache Access L1 architecture (NUCA-L1) [5] that
5
6avoids additional latency on accesses to fault-free cache lines. To mitigate the capacity bottleneck,
it deploys a correction mechanism to recover capacity at the cost of additional latency. Using
extensive simulations of a 64-core multicore, it is demonstrated that at various bit-cell fault rates the
proposed private NUCA-L1 cache architecture performs better than state-of-the-art schemes, along
with a significant reduction in energy consumption.
2.1 Introduction
Complex uniprocessors have hit the “power wall”, and multicores with simpler cores have emerged
as the alternative. Multicores exploit concurrency to achieve performance, and rely on the simplicity
of design and operation of each core to achieve energy efficiency. However, with the integration of
many cores on a single die, future multicores will still be constrained by their energy efficiency [6].
As energy quadratically scales with voltage, extreme voltage scaling can deliver energy efficient
processors [3]. However, reliable circuit operation cannot be guaranteed below a minimum voltage,
Vccmin, as the effects of process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations become predominant
and the hardware components may start to fail. Despite the reliability issue, operating at near-
threshold voltage (NTV) is an attractive solution since it has the potential to deliver up to 10×
energy reduction, and has been proven to be the most energy efficient region to operate in [2, 4].
Logic elements are somewhat resilient to PVT variations because they can compensate across long
logical paths. On the other hand, SRAM memory elements pose a critical limitation in low-voltage
operating conditions, as their functionality margins are lower because of their aggressively sized
transistors and architectural requirements to maximize array size for area efficiency [3]. Therefore,
SRAM bit-cells are especially vulnerable to the PVT variations at NTV conditions, causing their
margins to be easily violated.
7The higher demand for on-chip multicore cache has been steadily increasing to alleviate expen-
sive off-chip accesses. A private last-level cache (LLC) organization (e.g., [7]) has low hit latency
due to high data locality. However, its off-chip miss rate is high in workloads with large private
working set and/or high degree of data sharing. A popular cache organization is to implement
per-core fast private caches backed by a logically shared (physically distributed) last-level cache to
minimize the off-chip miss rate [8]. The varying latency to access the shared LLC naturally gives
rise to non-uniform cache access (NUCA) [8]. Although the shared-LLC organization enables large
on-chip cache capacity, the average LLC access latency is considerably higher than a private-LLC
system. Therefore, tiled multicores rely heavily on their low-latency private caches for common
case optimizations, and are relatively insensitive to the LLC latency [9, 10].
In the context of NTV operation, error correcting codes (ECC) have been proposed to protect
the LLC. However, private caches have been left unprotected, limiting their operation at lower
voltages [2]. Since future multicores will need to operate at NTV for energy-efficiency, protecting
private caches against the SRAM bit-cell faults is increasingly becoming critical. An experiment was
conducted to quantify the performance sensitivity to variations in L1 and L2 cache access latencies
in a 64-core private-L1, shared-L2 cache organization. The results show a >10% performance
loss when L1 hit latency is increased from one to two or more cycles. On the other hand, when
L1 hit latency is kept constant at 1-cycle and the latency of LLC slice (L2 cache) is increased, the
performance only degrades by <2%. Motivated by this, I propose to focus on the latency sensitive
private-L1 cache operation at NTV. It is assumed that each LLC slice is protected using a scheme
that sacrifices its access latency (e.g., by correcting bit-cell faults or combining multiple data blocks
to recover the cache capacity [11, 12]).
NTV proposals that set frequency and voltage such that the processor has zero-faults have
been explored. This approach delivers reliable operation without increasing hardware complexity.
However, it either operates considerably above the near-threshold voltage [13], hence does not fully
8exploit the energy efficiency, or run at a low enough frequency to ensure zero-faults [4], degrading
performance substantially. Another widely explored approach is to allow bit-cell faults to exist
at NTV and fix them during design time or at runtime [3, 11, 12]. This approach ensures higher
energy efficiency by operating near the threshold voltage and acceptable performance by setting
the frequency higher than a safe frequency. Because the system now operates at a higher than safe
frequency in the NTV region, the timing margins of SRAM bit-cells may be violated.
To mitigate the effect of rising SRAM bit-cell faults at near-threshold voltages, a private-L1
cache can implement three possible mechanisms. The first category relies on circuit level techniques
that up-size the transistors or implement a more robust SRAM cell (e.g., 8-T or 10-T SRAM cell
instead of the traditional 6-T version) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. This results in an increase in area
(33% to 100%) of the SRAM cell, reducing the effective cache capacity within a given area budget.
The second category deals with the high number of random bit-cell faults using error-correcting
(ECC) techniques [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 11]. These techniques increase the available cache capacity
by correcting one or more bit-cell faults but suffer from a constant latency overhead of one or more
cycles for error detection and correction. As previously discussed, the private-L1 cache performance
is sensitive to its access latency, therefore, traditional ECC based techniques can quickly become
ineffective for private caches at near-threshold voltages. The third category consists of architectural
techniques [25, 26, 27, 28, 12]. These techniques patch-up and recover cache capacity at the fine
granularity of sub-cache-lines. These techniques add a constant latency overhead of up to three
cycles, in addition to disabling a portion of cache. Cache line disabling [29, 9, 11] is a technique that
does not incur additional latency but is limited by the amount of capacity it can recover. Word-level
disabling [27] works at a finer granularity, resulting in high available capacity. However, it evicts
the cache line on an access to a faulty word. This generates excessive network traffic, resulting in
significant loss in performance and energy efficiency.
The persistent bit-cell faults at nominal down to near-threshold voltages can be classified using
9memory built-in self-test (MBIST) mechanism commonly deployed in commercial processors [30].
Utilizing this a priori knowledge of bit-cell faults at NTV, it is possible to encode the number
of faults per cache line (or even per word), and capture this information in the cache’s tag array.
It is proposed to deploy this mechanism and design a non-uniform access latency private cache
architecture (NUCA-L1). The key idea is to access fault-free cache lines with no additional hit
latency. For cache lines with one bit-cell fault, it is proposed to correct the fault site by implementing
an error correcting mechanism. The trade-off is the additional hit latency for accesses to such cache
lines. Finally, for cache lines with faults that cannot be corrected (e.g., two or more bit-cell faults), it
is proposed to disable them by disallowing allocation of such cache lines. NUCA-L1 cache variants
are also proposed that allow fine-grain correction and/or disabling capabilities.
NUCA-L1 cache architecture and its variants are quantitatively compared to bit-fix [25], word-
disable [25, 26], Archipelago [12], cache-line-disable, single error correction double error detection
(SECDED) with cache-line-disable, double error correction triple error detection (DECTED) with
cache-line-disable, word-level disabling [27], and SECDED with word-level disabling. It is shown
that the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture not only exploits the latency and capacity tradeoff but
also adapts seamlessly to varying bit-cell fault rates. To the best of my knowledge, this is the
first proposal that combines the latency and capacity tradeoffs for a private L1 cache operating at
nominal voltage all the way down to the NTV region.
The novel contributions of this work are:
1. A variable access latency private L1 cache architecture that exploits the latency and capacity
tradeoffs by avoiding additional hit latency for fault-free cache lines, while only applying error
correction/patch-up-and-recovery mechanism to faulty but correctable cache lines. The cache
lines that are not correctable are disabled for allocation, resulting in an effective architecture
for NTV operation.
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2. The NUCA-L1 architecture seamlessly adapts to NTV conditions with different bit-cell fault
rates. It effectively exploits the available capacity to deliver performance and energy close to
the ideal fault-free baseline by keeping the hit rate high and hit latency low.
3. The proposed architecture performs 4% and 11% better than the best performing ECC
mechanism at high and low fault rates respectively. It also performs on-par with state-of-
the-art Archipelago scheme at high fault rate, however it performs 11% better at low fault
rate.
4. The proposed architecture’s energy is within 5% and 16% of the fault-free baseline system
at low and high fault rates respectively. It also consumes 14.5% and 3% lesser energy than
Archipelago at low and high fault rates respectively.
2.2 Background
The earlier approaches to improve cache reliability have used true row/column level redundancy by
adding spare rows/columns to the cache array [31]. These approaches remap a row/column with bit
defects to a functional spare row/column. While this coarse-grain approach is effective at voltages
with low fault rates, albeit with significant overhead, it cannot deal with thousands of random bit
faults. Operating in the NTV region requires more robust solutions that are capable of dealing with
thousands of random faults. These existing solutions are classified in the following categories.
2.2.1 Circuit Level Solutions
Several circuit level solutions have been proposed to operate reliably at low voltages. These
solutions span two different dimensions. The first dimension covers designing SRAM bit-cells by
up-sizing transistors to achieve higher functionality margins [14, 15, 16, 17]. The second dimension
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covers designing more robust SRAM cells (e.g., Schmitt Trigger (ST) SRAM cell [19]) to ensure
improved performance at low fault rates. These approaches are more tolerant to different sources of
parameter variations compared to the conventional 6T cell and allow reliable operation of the cache
at lower voltages. However, larger SRAM cells result in higher leakage current in both low-voltage
and high-voltage operation of the cache, as it is directly proportional to the number of transistors.
Furthermore, these approaches incur significant area overhead (e.g., 100% area overhead for the ST
SRAM cell). Therefore, the effective cache space available is reduced at a given area budget.
2.2.2 Error Correcting Codes Based Solutions
Correcting persistent faults using error detection and correction schemes [20] is a popular mechanism
to enable NTV operation. Parity is the most popular design choice for L1 caches to detect bit
errors. This scheme is easy to implement and is useful to detect an occasional soft error at high-
voltages [32]. However, it does not have any correction capability and is not suitable for caches
operating at near-threshold voltages with many permanent bit-cell failures. Similarly, conventional
SECDED provides single-bit correction capability but cannot operate at high fault rates with lots of
multi-bit faults. Caches with conventional SECDED need to be augmented with cache line disabling
to make it work at high bit fault rates [9]. Increasing the strength of ECC (DECTED and higher)
can provide better correction capability, enabling more aggressive voltage scaling. However, this
comes at a price of higher area and latency overhead.
Two-dimensional ECC schemes have been proposed previously to correct faults [33]. Kim
et al. proposed one such two-dimensional ECC scheme to effectively correct clustered multi-bit
errors [21]. The scheme works well for protection against soft-errors but is not effective for situations
with persistent faults, as it has a high overhead for every cache write. Yoon et al. proposed a 2-tier
ECC scheme for the last-level cache [22]. Tier-2 ECC check bits are stored in cacheable DRAM
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memory space and is only fetched from DRAM if there is a bit error in a dirty line, which makes
it very efficient for protection against soft-errors. However, it cannot tolerate process variation
induced high bit-error rate at near-threshold voltages due to excessive cache pollution and off-chip
communication. Chishti, et al. proposed a multi-bit segmented ECC (MS-ECC) scheme, capable
of correcting bit errors at a sub-cache line granularity [23]. This scheme sacrifices 50% of area to
store ECC check bits which makes it ineffective for NTV operation. Alameldeen et al. presented a
cache architecture based on variable-strength ECC (VS-ECC) [11]. Their scheme uses SECDED
in the normal case, and stronger ECC for cache lines with multi-bit errors. The resources for
multi-bit correction are shared among a set, thereby reducing the area overhead. The higher latency
of stronger ECC makes this scheme prohibitive for use in L1 caches, especially at near-threshold
voltage with high bit error rate. All ECC based schemes add constant latency to the L1 cache that
limit their use at near-threshold voltages. SECDED is the simplest ECC scheme and incurs one
additional cycle on top of L1 hit latency. The closest more complex scheme is DECTED which
requires two additional cycles to correct errors. It is shown in Sec 2.5.3 that although DECTED
recovers more capacity, the overall performance still degrades because of its higher access latency.
Therefore, the above mentioned schemes that require even higher latency to correct bit-cell faults
would not be effective at NTV for L1 caches.
2.2.3 Architectural Patch-up-and-Recovery Solutions
Techniques that leverage disabling portions of a cache at a coarse granularity to save power have been
studied before [34, 35, 36]. These coarse-grain techniques disable ways or sets (or a combination of
both), which makes it impractical for NTV operation, as the high number of random faults could
result in all of the cache being disabled.
Wilkerson et al. proposed two fine-grain sub-cache line level disabling techniques for reliable
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low voltage operation of L1 caches, namely bit-fix and word-disable [25]. Bit-fix sacrifices 25% of
the cache capacity to correct bit faults in rest of the lines. This scheme incurs 3 cycle additional
latency to correct persistent faults, which is too excessive to even expect reasonable performance in
the context of private L1 cache. Word-disable on the other hand sacrifices 50% of its capacity to
correct persistent faults in rest of the cache. This scheme incurs 1 cycle additional latency. Both
these schemes can only operate at low fault rates and cannot tolerate high fault rates. The reason
being that it might not have enough fault-free sub-blocks to recover the rest of the ways. Roberts et
al. also proposed a technique similar to word-disable [26].
Abella et al. proposed a sub-block level disabling scheme that disables faulty words within a
cache line [27]. Accesses to these faulty words are treated as misses and the cache line is evicted,
writing back only the valid words in that cache line. Accesses to fault-free words go through
normally. When implemented on top of a parity protected cache, this scheme results in a high
number of evictions, degrading the performance substantially. Implementing the scheme on an
ECC protected cache can recover most of the capacity, however, it suffers from the constant latency
overhead of the ECC scheme. In addition, ECC needs to be implemented on a word level, resulting
in a high storage overhead.
Ansari et al. proposed a fine-grain patch-up-and-recovery mechanism to enable NTV operation
of private caches [12]. In this multi-bank cache technique, collision-free groups (islands) of varying
sizes can be formed using with-in cache flexible group formation. Each group contains one sacrificial
set which is used to correct the other sets in that group. This scheme loses capacity due to sacrificial
sets. It can also increase the contention on some of the cache lines because it remaps the sacrificial
sets to other working sets, resulting in performance loss. The cache access in this technique can be
divided into three steps. The memory map is read to figure out the index for accessing the cache.
After that, the cache and the fault map are accessed in parallel. Finally, the multiplexing layer
assemble the requested data based on the information from the fault map. The L1 cache needs at
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least one additional cycle to complete these three steps.
2.2.4 Motivation for NUCA-L1 Architecture
Multicore processors rely on the low latency private L1 caches for performance. The L1 cache has
a high hit rate and any increase in latency degrades performance significantly. An ideal solution
would keep the latency of the private L1 caches as low as possible. Multicores also rely heavily on
the capacity of the private L1 caches to exploit spatio-temporal locality. When the active working
set of a workload is large, the limited L1 cache size increases its miss rate. This becomes even more
pronounced at high fault rates, when the available capacity is low. Conventional correction/patch-
up-and-recovery techniques can help increase the available capacity. However, performance suffers
because of the additional latency for error correction/recovery. Cache line/word-level disabling
optimizes for latency but negatively impacts the L1 cache hit rate.
Keeping the importance of both lower latency and higher available capacity in mind, NUCA-L1
cache architecture is proposed. The proposed scheme relies on the a priori knowledge of faulty cache
lines at a given operating voltage. The intuition of applying correction or patch-up-and-recovery
mechanism to only faulty cache lines is that fault-free lines need not incur additional latency. This
way a majority of the cache accesses occur with lowest hit latency. Furthermore, a correction
or patch-up-and-recovery scheme is applied to the faulty cache lines to recover cache capacity.




The main idea behind the proposed private L1 cache architecture (NUCA-L1 [5]) is to optimize for
lower latency, and incur no additional latency for fault-free cache lines. To remove the capacity
bottleneck, a correction scheme is applied to the faulty cache lines to enable higher available
capacity. Two disable bits are added to the tag entry for each cache line to enable the identification
of fault-free, single-bit, and multi-bit faults. All cache lines identified as containing faults that
cannot be corrected are permanently disabled and not allocated in the L1 cache. To avoid any
additional latency for fault-free cache lines, the correction logic is bypassed. Cache lines that can
be corrected are dealt with using a correction or patch-up-and-recovery mechanism. It is assumed
that the tag array is protected using circuit techniques discussed in Section 2.2.1.
SECDED is implemented as the correction scheme. The cache accesses to faulty cache lines
take two hit cycles, and all faulty cache lines that cannot be corrected incur private cache miss
latency. In the first cycle, NUCA-L1 reads the tag array to evaluate a hit and read the disable bits.
If it is a hit and the disable bits identify the cache line as fault-free, the cache line is accessed in
a normal way. If it is a hit but the access is to a cache line with single-bit fault, the SECDED
scheme is used in the second cycle to correct the faulty bit. The hit path is modified to enable
selective multiplexing of the SECDED logic. In Section 2.3.4 possible extensions of the proposed
architecture to support other bit-cell correction schemes are discussed.
Permanently disabled cache lines are not allocated by the replacement/allocation logic. Sets
with at least one working way are allocated as usual. The probability of all ways in a set being
permanently disabled is very low but that scenario could arise at high fault rates. If this scenario
does arise, the cache line is stored in a special structure, called the resilient buffer. The resilient
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Figure 2.3.1: The microarchitecture diagram of the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture with support for cache line
disabling. The additional components required for the architecture are shaded grey. The tag array holds the additional
disable bits while the ECC check bits (per cache line) are stored in the data array. The SECDED encoder and decoder
are gated with the disable bit (DB). The cache hit logic can operate in one or two cycle mode, depending on the disable
bits for each cache line. Additional storage elements are introduced to provide the information such as the hit result
for the second cycle. The resilient buffer is a fully associative structure that holds the cache lines that are mapped to
permanently disabled sets in the cache.
buffer is a fully associative structure, in which each entry can store a cache line. Resilient buffer
is accessed in parallel to the NUCA-L1 cache, and stores data for sets that have all their ways
permanently disabled. More details about this buffer are discussed in Section 2.3.3.
As an alternative, a fine-grain disabling mechanism at the word-level can be deployed [27]. A
single bit per word (8 bits per cache line) is now required to classify each word within the cache line
as disabled or not. This increases the storage overhead but can result in higher available NUCA-L1
capacity. Word-level disable mechanism does not require any changes to the replacement/allocation
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logic. However, an access to a word with bit-cell fault(s) is treated as a miss, and eviction is forced
on the associated cache line to bring the requested word from the lower level L2 cache. Moreover,
this mechanism complicates the L2 cache since word-level write enables are required for write
backs from the L1 cache. The default NUCA-L1 architecture assumes cache line disabling, however
variations that use word-level disabling are discussed in Section 2.3.4.
2.3.2 Architecture Operation - Functional Cache Lines
Functional cache lines are defined as those which are fault-free or contain a single-bit fault. When a
core makes a request, the tag array is looked up to evaluate a hit and the disable bits are read out.
In the following subsections, I describe how a read and a write request is completed in different
scenarios in the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture (cf. figure 2.3.1).
Write Request to a Fault-Free Cache Line
In the case where the write request results in a hit and the disable bits identify the cache line as
fault-free, the word is written to the cache line. The bypass multiplexers introduced in the hit path
make sure that the access goes through the normal path. The disable bit (DB) is used as a select line
for the multiplexers to route data through the normal hit path. Therefore, write requests to fault-free
cache lines do not incur any additional latency on a cache hit.
In case of a miss, the cache line is brought in from a lower level L2 cache and inserted in the
NUCA-L1 cache. The word is then written to it through the normal data-path.
Read Request to a Fault-Free Cache Line
In the case where the read request results in a hit and the disable bits identify the cache line as fault-
free, the requested word is read from the cache and returned to the core. The bypass multiplexers
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introduced in the hit path make sure that the access goes through the normal path. Therefore, a read
request to fault-free cache lines does not incur any additional latency.
In case of a miss, the cache line is brought in from a lower level L2 cache and inserted in the
NUCA-L1 cache. The requested word is also returned to the core through the normal data-path.
Write Request to a Cache Line with Single-bit Fault
If the write access is a hit and the disable bits identify the cache line as containing single-bit fault, the
whole cache line is read out of the cache. The select line (the disable bit) to the bypass multiplexing
logic is now set to one. This ensures that the cache line is forwarded to the SECDED encoder. The
disable bit is also used as the enable signal for the SECDED encoder, therefore, a value of one
enables the module. The SECDED encoder computes the check bits and writes back the new word
and the check bits. The SECDED encoder takes an additional cycle to compute the check bits and
write it back to the cache, hence, the access takes two cycles to complete. The output from the hit
logic is latched, so that it can be used in the second cycle.
If the access is a miss and the disable bits identify the cache line as containing single-bit fault,
the request is sent to the lower level cache. When the lower level cache returns the cache line, the
cache allocation logic finds a suitable way for the cache line. In this step, the allocation/replacement
logic takes into account the LRU bits and also the fact that all cache lines may not be available. The
allocation/replacement logic gives priority to fault-free cache lines over cache lines with single-bit
fault, when both the cache lines are invalid. The reason being that fault-free cache lines incur no
additional latency while cache lines with single-bit faults incur additional latency. However, if the
choice is between two valid cache lines, LRU replacement scheme is used. The cache line is written
to the cache as described previously.
The multiplexing logic used to route the data to the SECDED encoder or the cache is gated
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with the disable bits. If the disable bits identify the cache line as fault-free, the multiplexing logic
routes the word directly to the cache. If the disable bits identify the cache line as single-bit fault,
the multiplexing logic routes the word and the read cache line to the SECDED encoder.
Read Request to a Cache Line with Single-bit Fault
If the read access is a hit and the disable bits identify the cache line as containing single-bit fault,
the whole cache line is read out of the cache. The disable bit value of one ensures that the cache
line is routed to the SECDED decoder and that the SECDED decoder is enabled. The SECDED
decoder locates and corrects the faulty bit and then forwards the requested word to the core. The
SECDED decoder takes an additional cycle to correct the faulty bit, hence, the access takes two
cycles to complete.
If the access is a miss and the disable bits identify the cache line as containing single-bit fault,
the request is sent to the lower level cache. When the lower level cache returns the cache line, the
cache allocation logic finds a suitable way for the cache line. The allocation logic works the same
way as described in the previous section. The requested word is also returned to the core through
the normal path, as the word is brought in from the lower level cache and hence is fault-free.
The multiplexing logic used to route the data to the SECDED decoder or the core is gated
with the disable bits. If the disable bits identify the cache line as fault-free, the multiplexing logic
routes the word directly to the core. If the disable bits identify the cache line as single-bit fault, the
multiplexing logic routes the code word to the SECDED decoder.
2.3.3 Architecture Operation - Permanently Disabled Cache Lines
The cache lines that cannot be corrected by the employed correction scheme are classified as
permanently disabled cache lines. The following discussion is based on SECDED correction
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scheme, hence, cache lines with multi-bit faults are considered to be permanently disabled. The
same description can be generalized to stronger correction schemes as well. In the following
subsections, I describe how a read and a write request is completed, when one or more ways are
permanently disabled, in the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture (cf. figure 2.3.1).
Set has At Least One Way Available
If a hit is evaluated on an access to a cache line, the request is completed through the process
explained in Section 2.3.2. On a miss, the data is retrieved from the lower level cache and inserted
in the cache. During the insertion process, the replacement/allocation logic is invoked. The
replacement/allocation logic is modified to incorporate the fact that permanently disabled cache
lines can be present in a set. In such sets, the cache line is allocated to one of the available ways.
Set has All Ways Permanently Disabled
The case in which all ways in a set are permanently disabled, i.e. all the cache lines have multi-bit
faults, that set has a very low probability of occurrence. Analysis of the bit-cell fault distribution
shows that on average there is one such set per cache at the highest fault rate evaluated. At the
lowest fault rate evaluated, there are no such sets. It is observed through experiments that even a
single highly used set can impact performance significantly. Therefore, to deal with this case a fully
associative structure, called the “resilient buffer”, is proposed. Each entry in this buffer stores the
tag, index and the associated bits, as well as the cache line data.
If all the ways in a set are identified as permanently disabled, the resilient buffer is used to store
the cache line. This resilient buffer is accessed in parallel to the NUCA-L1 cache. Accessing this
buffer is exactly the same as accessing a normal fault-free cache line. If the buffer is completely
filled, any new cache line allocation evicts one of the currently valid lines. LRU replacement policy
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is used for the resilient buffer. The area overhead of this structure is low and is accounted for while
calculating overheads in Section 2.3.5.
2.3.4 NUCA-L1 Architectural Extensibility
The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture can be extended in two dimensions i.e. the correction strength
and the disabling granularity. In this section three variations of the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture
along these two dimensions are presented.
NUCA-L1DEC
A variation of the architecture with stronger ECC correction capability is explored. This variation,
called NUCA-L1DEC, has the capability to correct up to 2-bit faults. All cache lines that are fault-free,
incur no additional latency. Cache lines with 1-bit faults are corrected using the SECDED decoder
logic and thus need an extra cycle to complete. Cache lines with 2-bit faults are corrected using the
DECTED decoder logic and thus need 2 extra cycles to complete. All cache lines with 3-bit or more
faults are permanently disabled and are not allocated. The stronger fault correction capability comes
at a cost of higher hardware complexity. The area overhead for this variation is almost prohibitive
for an L1 cache. However, this results in performance improvement over the SECDED version, at
higher fault rates.
It is possible to use even stronger ECC to make the system work at extreme fault rates. However,
the potential benefits may not amortize the additional complexity of ECC. For example, the
opportunity to correct more cache lines decline as there are a small number of cache lines with more
than 2-bit faults. In addition to that, the latency overhead of stronger ECC quickly approaches that
of the L2 cache hit latency.
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NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD (Cache Line SECDED with Word Level Disabling)
The NUCA-L1 architecture is modified by introducing word-level disabling scheme for cache lines
with multi-bit faults [27]. Fault-free cache lines are accessed without any latency overhead, while
cache lines with single-bit faults are accessed with additional one cycle latency for fault correction.
Cache lines with multi-bit faults are accessed using word-level disabling. In this case, all accesses
to fault-free words go through normally, while accesses to faulty words force a miss, and the cache
line is evicted. This enables higher available capacity, since words from otherwise permanently
disabled cache line can now be utilized. The higher available capacity is beneficial to the overall
performance, especially at high bit-cell fault rates (cf. Section 2.5.1). However, this comes at a cost
of higher storage overhead, as word-level disable bits are now required in each tag entry. Moreover,
it also complicates the hit path and write back of evicted data to L2.
The modifications on top of the NUCA-L1 architecture are as follows. To treat accesses to
words with multi-bit faults as misses, the hit logic is modified. The cache controller evicts the cache
line on such an access, and writes back only the valid (fault-free) words to the lower level L2 cache.
The L2 cache controller is modified to write back only valid words, instead of the evicted cache line.
The allocation/replacement logic is the same as a fault-free baseline, with the capability of updating
the LRU bits on forced evictions. This is needed to ensure that the evicted cache line is brought in
and inserted in a different cache way [27].
NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD (Word Level SECDED with Word Level Disabling)
SECDED at word-level is considered, accompanied by word-level disabling for words that cannot
be corrected. Fault-free words are accessed without any latency overhead, and words with single-bit
faults are accessed with additional one cycle latency for fault correction. Accesses to words with
multi-bit faults are treated as misses and the associated cache lines are evicted. As the correction
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scheme is applied at the word level, this variation of the architecture can correct majority of the
bit-cell faults, resulting in high available cache capacity (even at high bit-cell fault rates). However,
the word-level SECDED comes with a prohibitively high storage overhead (64 bits per cache line
for word-level SECDED).
This variation also requires the changes discussed in Section 2.3.4. Moreover, further changes
are made to implement the word-level SECDED. Word-level SECDED implementation either incurs
high area overhead or high latency overhead. The reason being that when a cache line is brought in
from a low level cache and inserted in L1 cache, the ECC check bits are to be computed for each
word. In a low area overhead approach, this computation is serialized with seven additional cycles.
In a low latency approach, eight parallel SECDED encoders are needed to complete the process in
one cycle. The first approach may cause excessive latency overhead if a set with multiple disabled
words is highly utilized, as the accesses to these words will result in eviction of the cache line. The
low latency approach is modeled, incurring high logic overhead, to achieve the best performance.
2.3.5 Overhead Analysis
In this section the area and latency overheads of the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture and its
variations are calculated.
NUCA-L1
Storage The proposed architecture requires 2 bits per cache line to classify the cache line
as fault-free, 1-bit fault and 2-bit fault. SECDED correction requires additional 11 bits for each
cache line to store the ECC check bits. The following calculations are for one core but they are
applicable for the entire system since all cores are identical. The storage overhead shown is for
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L1-D cache, L1-I cache has similar storage overheads. Assuming 32KB L1 size, the L1-D cache
needs 2× 32KB
64B
= 128B for storing the disable bits. The storage overhead for storing ECC bits is
11× 32KB
64B
= 704B. The single entry resilient buffer results in an overhead of 72B. Therefore, the
NUCA-L1 architecture uses 904B more storage per L1 cache.
Logic The logic overhead associated with SECDED encoder and decoder is described below.
The logic structure of the encoder and the first step of the decoder is the same (cf. Section 2.3.6).
Since either encoding or decoding is done at the L1 cache at any given time, the XOR trees of the
encoder are reused for the first step of the decoder. This requires 2k XOR gates and a latency of 8
XORs [11]. Following [11], steps 2 and 3 require 512 XOR and 9.2k AND gates, respectively. The
latency of step 2 is 1 XOR gate and that of step 3 is 5 AND gates. Based on these latencies, the
SECDED encoder and decoder implementation takes an additional clock cycle each. Considering
each AND gate equals two SRAM bit-cells and each XOR gate equals four SRAM bit-cells, this
translate into 3.55KB overhead per SECDED controller.
Summary The storage and logic overheads for SECDED per L1 cache requires 4.43KB.
Considering an inclusive L1-L2 cache hierarchy, a shared SECDED controller per core suffice.
However, each L1 cache needs the 904B overhead for storage. Using 32KB L1-I, 32KB L1-D, and
256KB L2 cache, the SECDED area overhead comes out to ∼1.64% per core. If an independent
SECDED controller is assumed for each L1 cache, the area overhead would be ∼2.7% per core.
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD
The overhead analysis from Section 2.3.5 holds for this architecture variation as well. This
implementation adds an additional one bit per word to classify it as either disabled or not (a total
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of 8 bits per cache line). This comes out to 512B per L1 cache, an increase of ∼57% in storage
overhead on top of the NUCA-L1 architecture. The logic overhead also increases over NUCA-L1
because word-level disabling increases the hardware complexity of the L1 cache and requires
modifications to lower level cache controller as well.
NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD
NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD requires 8 bits per word to store the ECC check bits and one bit per word to
store the word disable status. This results in a storage overhead of 72 bits per cache line, which is
∼5× storage overhead on top of NUCA-L1. Moreover, this architecture variation also suffers from
higher hardware complexity due to modifications required to the lower level cache controller.
2.3.6 Discussion
In this section, discussions on how an ECC based scheme is implemented and what goes into the
encoder and decoder module are included. The implications of L1 cache and core pipelining, and
soft-error mitigation mechanism for the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture are also discussed.
ECC
Binary BCH codes, a class of linear cyclic block codes, are the most popular choice for correcting
random bit-errors in memories [37]. A binary BCH code is defined over a finite Galois Field
GF (2m). BCH code words are produced using a generating matrix based on a set of generator
polynomials. Checking a code word for errors involve using a parity matrix to obtain the syn-
dromes [37] [38]. The generated syndrome is then checked to determine whether there are any
errors in the code word.
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Hamming code is a special type of BCH code which can correct one random bit-error [20]. Prior
work has proposed parallel designs for simple codes, such as SECDED and DECTED [39] [40],
which are faster than iterative designs [40]. These parallel implementations are significantly faster
but incur a larger area overhead. The working of the two components of the ECC error correction
logic is explained ahead.
Encoder The encoder takes a cache line as input and computes the ECC check bits for it. In a
completely bit-parallel implementation, the encoder is made up of XOR trees, each tree computing
a single check bit [41]. The data bits are concatenated with the check bits to obtain the final code
word. The storage and logic overheads of the SECDED encoder are discussed in Section 2.3.5.
Decoder The decoder detects and corrects all the errors in a stored code word. The error-
correcting logic can pinpoint all the bit-errors and then correct them. The decoder operation can be
divided into 3 steps [37]. (1) In the first step, the syndrome for the stored code word is calculated.
The hardware for this stage is very similar to the encoder, i.e. each syndrome bit is obtained by
an XOR tree. If the calculated syndrome is equal to zero, it means the cache line is error free.
A non-zero syndrome indicates the occurrence of one or more bit-errors. (2) If the syndrome is
non-zero, the error locater polynomial is determined from the syndrome calculated in the previous
step [42] [43]. (3) In the final step the error locater polynomial is solved and the roots are determined.
Correction is done by flipping the faulty bits using XOR gates. To keep the SECDED decoder
latency as low as possible, a parallel SECDED decoder [40, 44] is implemented. As SECDED is
the simplest BCH code, the hardware complexity for a parallel version is low and does not result in
a steep increase in area.
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Pipelining L1 Cache
To keep the hardware complexity of the L1 cache low, a single read/write shared port is implemented.
A multi-port cache increases its complexity dramatically. In the single-port cache implementation,
all accesses to the L1 cache are serialized. An access to a cache line with a single-bit error takes
two cycles to complete. If a pipelined cache is assumed, the two cycle latency can be hidden. It
is argued that this is not possible on each cache access. The write accesses to a faulty cache line
requires a read-modify-write operation over two cycles. As the cache has only a single read/write
shared port, a second access cannot enter the cache. On a read access, however, the cache line is
read out and sent to the SECDED decoder for correction. Hence, a second access can commence
during the second cycle.
Compute Core Pipeline
The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture is evaluated using single issue, in-order cores. In such a core,
the pipeline stalls if it is waiting on a memory access to return the requested word. In normal
operation, the memory access can result in either an “L1 hit”, “Local L2 hit”, “Remote L2 hit” or
an “L2 miss”. These scenarios result in different access latencies, ranging from one cycle to 10s
or even 100s of cycles. To support the proposed NUCA-L1 cache, the modifications needed to
baseline compute pipeline are limited to the instruction stall logic. This adds additional latency
to the compute pipeline, however NUCA-L1 minimizes this overhead by not incurring additional
latency for fault-free cache lines.
Out-of-order processors are more tolerant to unexpected delays as compared to in-order proces-
sors. The reason is that an out-of-order processor can continue execution on independent instructions
while the outstanding loads are being serviced. In contrast, an in-order processor stalls and waits for
the load to complete before it can proceed. In this respect, the presented implementation provides
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an insight into the scenario inclining towards the worst case.
Soft-Error Mitigation
The proposed architecture efficiently deals with persistent errors caused by PVT variations at
near-threshold voltages. However, random soft-errors caused by alpha-particle strikes can still be a
problem. If these errors are not dealt with, the reliable operation of the system cannot be ensured.
There are several mechanisms one can use for soft error protection. However, since the focus of
this chapter is on more common process variation induced hard errors at NTV, soft-error support is
discussed briefly.
The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture’s ECC scheme can be utilized to operate the cache in
“soft-error protection mode”. However, this results in a constant latency overhead to access the L1
cache, degrading performance. As an alternative, a word-level parity based scheme can be deployed
in parallel to the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture to detect soft-errors.
If a soft-error is detected, the cache line is handled in two different ways, based on the state of
the cache line. If the cache line is clean, the copy in L1 cache is discarded and a miss is forced to
bring in the cache line from the lower level cache. If the cache line is dirty, the copy in L1 cache
cannot be discarded. In this scenario, a roll back mechanism is invoked through the operating
system to revert to a previously known good state [45].
2.4 Evaluation Methodology
A 64-core shared memory multicore is evaluated. The default architectural parameters used for
evaluation are shown in Table 4.6.1. The baseline system is a tiled multicore with an electrical 2-D
mesh interconnection network. Each core consists of a compute pipeline, private L1 instruction
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Architectural Parameter Value
Number of Cores 64 @ 1 GHz
Compute Pipeline per Core In-Order, Single-Issue
Physical Address Length 48 bits
Memory Subsystem
L1-I Cache per core 32 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L1-D Cache per core 32 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L2 Cache per core 256 KB, 8-way Assoc.
6 cycles, Inclusive, R-NUCA
Cache Line Size 64 bytes
Directory Protocol Invalidation-based MESI
Num. of Memory Controllers 8
DRAM Bandwidth 5 GBps per Controller
DRAM Latency 100 ns
Electrical 2-D Mesh with XY Routing
Hop Latency 2 cycles (1-router, 1-link)
Contention Model Only link contention
(Infinite input buffers)
Flit Width 64 bits
Table 2.4.1: Architectural parameters for evaluation.
and data caches, a physically distributed shared LLC cache with integrated directory, a SECDED
encoder and decoder, and a network router. The coherence directory is integrated with the LLC
slices by extending the tag arrays (in-cache directory organization [46]) and tracks the sharing status
of the cache lines in the per-core private L1 caches. The private L1 caches are kept coherent using
the ACKwise limited directory-based coherence protocol [47]. Some cores have a connection to a
memory controller as well. Reactive-NUCA’s data placement, replication and migration mechanisms
to manage the LLC [48] are used. Private data is placed at the LLC slice of the requesting core,
shared data is address interleaved across all LLC slices, and instructions are replicated at a single
LLC slice for every cluster of 4 cores using a rotational interleaving mechanism.
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2.4.1 Performance Models
All experiments are performed using the core, cache hierarchy, coherence protocol, memory
system and on-chip interconnection network models implemented within the Graphite multicore
simulator [49]. The Graphite simulator requires the memory system (including the cache hierarchy)
to be functionally correct to complete simulation.
2.4.2 Energy Models
For energy evaluations of on-chip electrical network routers and links, the DSENT tool [50] is used.
Energy estimates for the L1-I, L1-D, L2 (with integrated directory) caches are obtained using the
McPAT tool [51]. The ECC encoder/decoder energy numbers are estimated from [41].
The energy evaluation is performed at the 11nm technology node to account for future technol-
ogy trends. Models for a tri-gate 11nm electrical technology node using the virtual-source transport
models of [52] and the parasitic capacitance model of [53] are derived. These models are used to
obtain electrical technology parameters (Table 3.4.2) used by both McPAT and DSENT. The static
energy (subthreshold and gate leakage) is projected to be the dominant component of the overall
energy at NTV [2]. Therefore, in addition to dynamic energy, static energy is also modeled for the
NTV evaluation.
Parameter Value
Near Threshold Voltage (VNTV ) 0.45V
Gate Length 14 nm
Contacted Gate Pitch 44 nm
Gate Cap / Width 2.420 fF/µm
Drain Cap / Width 1.150 fF/µm
Effective On Current / Width (N/P) 739/668 µA/µm
Off Current / Width 1 nA/µm
Table 2.4.2: Projected Transistor Parameters for 11nm Tri-Gate
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The overall tool flow is as follows. Graphite runs a benchmark for the chosen cache configuration,
producing event counters and performance results. The specified cache and network configurations
are also fed into McPAT and DSENT to obtain dynamic per-event energies as well as static energy
for each component. Event counters and completion time output from Graphite are then combined
with per-event energies to obtain the overall energy usage of the benchmark.
2.4.3 Simulated Private L1 Cache Configurations
The following fault-tolerant mechanisms for the private L1 caches are evaluated.
Baselines
1. Ideal fault-free baseline implements the L1 cache with 1 cycle hit latency and 100% available
capacity at all voltages.
2. Archipelago [12] (AP) is an architectural proposal to operate caches at NTV. The available
cache capacity depends on the bit-fault rate and ranges from 92% to 99%. The L1 cache incurs
one extra hit cycle (total of 2 cycles) to access the cache lines (cf. Sec 2.2.3). Because AP
accesses two cache banks for each access, each bank containing multiple ways, the dynamic
energy spent for an L1 access is twice that of the baseline system. The energy consumption
of the fault map and the multiplexing layer is ignored.
3. Word-dis [25] patches up half of the cache capacity (50%) at the expense of 1 extra cycle
latency (total of 2 cycles). It should be noted that this scheme cannot operate at high fault
rates. The result is presented just as a comparison point.
4. Bit-fix [25] is able to recover 75% of cache capacity while incurring 3 extra cycles (total of 4
cycles). This scheme also cannot operate at high fault rates.
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5. Cache-line-disable (CLD) delivers a 1 cycle L1 cache hit latency. However, due to cache
line level disabling, the available cache capacity depends on the single- and multi-bit fault
rate (or the operating voltage).
6. SECDED with cache-line-disable (SECCL) corrects cache lines with single-bit faults and
incurs a 2 cycle L1 cache hit latency. The available cache capacity depends on the bit-fault
rate.
7. DECTED with cache-line-disable (DECCL) can correct up to 2 faults at the expense of
additional 1 cycle (total of 2 cycles) for encoder and 2 cycle for decoder (total of 3 cycles).
8. Word-level disabling [27] (WLD) works at a fine granularity of word level. It accesses
fault-free words with 1 cycle hit latency. It treats accesses to faulty words as misses and evicts
those cache lines to reload the fault-free word from lower level cache.
9. SECDED with word-level disabling [27] (SECWL) implements word-level SECDED on
top of word-level disabling system. It incurs constant 1 cycle latency overhead on hits to
correctable words. Access to a word with multi-bit fault is treated as a miss and is evicted.
Proposed Architecture and Variations
1. NUCA-L1 [5] is the proposed architecture. It can operate without any latency overhead on
fault-free cache lines. It incurs a single cycle additional latency for cache lines with single-bit
faults. Cache lines with multi-bit faults are permanently disabled.
2. NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD is a variation of the proposed architecture with word-level disabling. It
operates without any latency overhead on fault-free cache lines, and incurs a single cycle
overhead on accesses to cache lines with single-bit faults. Word-level disabling is used for
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cache lines with multi-bit faults. In these cache lines, access to a word with multi-bit fault is
treated as a miss and is evicted.
3. NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD is a variation of the proposed architecture with word-level SECDED
for correction built on top of word-level disabling. It operates without any latency overhead
on fault-free words, and incurs a single cycle overhead on accesses to words with single-bit
faults. Access to a word with multi-bit fault is treated as a miss and is evicted.
4. NUCA-L1DEC is a variation of the proposed architecture. It operates without any latency
overhead on fault-free cache lines. It incurs a single cycle additional latency for cache
lines with single-bit faults. Cache lines with two-bit faults incur additional latency of one
cycle for encoder and two cycles for decoder and cache lines with more than 2-bit faults are
permanently disabled.
2.4.4 NTV Model
Memory built-in self-test (MBIST) is a popular mechanism used to detect memory faults at runtime.
Most state-of-the-art processors incorporate MBIST technology to detect SRAM bit-cell faults.
MBIST is deployed to test the integrity of on-chip caches and identify faulty cache lines. To track
whether a cache line has zero-, single- or multi-bit faults, two bits per cache line are added. MBIST
is run during the boot-up process of the system at various operating voltages. It identifies all
faulty bits at the initialized voltage and constructs a bit mask of the disable bits for each cache line
accordingly. These disable bit-mask vectors are stored in main memory and are only accessible to
the operating system software.
Once the system is up and running, the operating system loads the appropriate disable bit-mask
vector in the L1 caches and the processor executes user applications. Any significant change in
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voltage can result in a different disable bit-mask vector, necessitating the operating system to context
switch. In this work rapid dynamic adjustments to the operating voltage are not allowed. One way
to make a significant change in voltage is to wait for the processor utilization to change and remain
steady for a certain time duration. When that happens, the operating system is invoked to populate
the new disable bit-mask vector and resume normal operation at the new voltage. Another approach
could be to populate the disable bit-mask vector of the lowest voltage in a range of voltages, and
then let the system dynamically adjust voltage within that range.
2.4.5 Bit Fault Masks for L1 Caches at NTV
Near-threshold voltage depends on the process technology, and can vary within and across genera-
tions. At a given NTV operating point, each bit-cell can be modeled as operational or not. Bit-cell
fault probabilities have been shown to correlate with NTV [54, 11]. Furthermore, these probabilities
exhibit normal distribution and random occurrence [19].
A range of possible NTV operating points are considered that are captured as a separate bit-fault
rate for each L1 cache in a multicore. These are Low (0.05% probability of a bit-cell fault), Medium
(0.1% probability of a bit-cell fault), High (0.2% probability of a bit-cell fault), and Very High (0.3%
probability of a bit-cell fault).
The disable bit-mask represents zero-, single-, and multi-bit faults per cache line/word and is
loaded in the tag array of the L1 cache when the processor is initialized to run at NTV. Figure 2.4.1a
shows the average L1 cache capacity that is available with zero-bit, single-bit, two-bit, and more
than two-bit faults per cache line. At low fault rate, each L1 cache has on average 76% of the cache
lines with no faults, ∼21% with single-bit faults, ∼2% with two-bit faults, and only ∼0.2% with
more than two-bit faults. On the other hand, at very high fault rate, only 29.2% of the cache lines
























































Figure 2.4.1: Based on the probability of a bit-cell fault at the NTV condition, each cache line/word in the private L1
cache is marked with 0, 1, 2 or >2 bit-cell faults. (a) For low to high fault rates, the number of cache lines with single-
and multi-bit faults increases from 24% to 71% of the cache capacity. (b) Similarly, the number of words with single-
and multi-bit faults increases from 4% to 15% of the cache capacity.
lines have more than two-bit faults. Similarly, figure 2.4.1b shows the average L1 cache capacity
that is available with zero-bit, single-bit, two-bit, and more than two-bit faults per word. At the fine
granularity of word-level, each L1 cache has on average ∼96% of the words with no faults, ∼3.9%
with single-bit faults, and ∼0.1% with two-bit faults at low fault rate. This changes to ∼85.2% of
the words with no faults, ∼13.7% with single-bit faults, and ∼1.1% with two-bit faults at very high
fault rate.
2.4.6 Benchmarks and Evaluation Metrics
Twelve SPLASH-2 [55] benchmarks (RADIX, FFT, LU CONTIGUOUS, CHOLESKY, BARNES,
FMM, OCEAN CONTIGUOUS, WATER-SPATIAL, WATER-NSQUARED, RAYTRACE, VOLREND, and,
RADIOSITY), seven PARSEC [56] benchmarks (BLACKSCHOLES, SWAPTIONS, FLUIDANIMATE,
CANNEAL, STREAMCLUSTER, DEDUP, and FERRET), two Parallel-MI-Bench [57] benchmarks
(DIJKSTRA, and PATRICIA), and two graph benchmarks (CONNECTED-COMPONENTS, STATIC-
COMMUNITY) [58] are simulated. The graph benchmarks model social networking based applica-
tions.
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Each application is run to completion using the medium or large input sets. For each simulation
run, the Completion Time is measured, i.e., the time in parallel region of the benchmark. The access
latency is broken down into six components.
1. Compute latency is the processing delay in compute pipeline including the private L1 hit
latency.
2. L1 to L2 cache latency is the time spent accessing the shared L2 cache including the round-
trip time on the network. At the L2 cache, a cache line access can incur additional latency
due to coherence overhead.
3. L2 cache waiting time is the queuing delay incurred because requests to the same cache line
must be serialized to ensure memory consistency.
4. L2 cache to sharers latency is the round-trip time needed to invalidate private sharers and
receive their acknowledgments. This also includes time spent requesting and receiving
synchronous write-backs.
5. L2 cache to off-chip memory latency is the time spent accessing memory including the
time spent communicating with the memory controller and the queuing delay incurred due to
finite off-chip bandwidth.
6. Synchronization latency is the time spent waiting due to application synchronization opera-
tions such as acquiring locks or barriers.
The energy consumption of the memory system which includes the L1-I cache, L1-D cache,
L2 cache, directory, network routers, network links, and ECC logic is also measured. The goal
with the NUCA-L1 architecture is to minimize Completion Time to deliver high performance while
operating at an energy efficient voltage.
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2.5 Results
A detailed per-benchmark analysis of the proposed architecture is performed and the performance
and energy consumption results are compared to the ideal fault-free baseline . The systems are
evaluated at four Vccmin points, resulting in four different bit-fault rates. The voltage point being
used is abstracted out, as it is technology dependent, and present results for the four bit-fault rates
ranging from low (0.05%) to very high (0.3%). The results are organized as follows.
The results and analysis of the proposed architecture compared to Archipelago and SECDED
with word-level disabling are presented in Section 2.5.1. In Section 2.5.2 the proposed NUCA-L1
architecture performance is compared with the different patch-up-and-recovery schemes avail-
able. Similarly, Section 2.5.3 presents the comparison with the different ECC based techniques.
Section 2.5.4 shows the comparison between NUCA-L1, NUCA-L1DEC, NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and
NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD, along with the different tradeoffs involved. Finally, Section 2.5.5 presents a
study on the sensitivity of performance to the L1 cache size.
2.5.1 Comparison with the Best Performing ECC and Patch-up-and-recovery
Scheme
Different schemes were evaluated and SECDED with word-level disabling and AP were found to
be the best of ECC (cf. 2.5.3) and patch-up-and-recovery (cf. 2.5.2) mechanisms, respectively. In
this section the per-benchmark completion time and energy results for the proposed architecture are
presented, compared to SECDED with word-level disabling and state-of-the-art Archipelago systems.
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Figure 2.5.1: Completion time results at 0.3% fault rate for AP, SECDED with word-level disabling, NUCA-L1,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD. Results are normalized to the ideal fault-free baseline.
0.3% fault Rate
0.3% is the highest fault rate evaluated in the performed experiments. This corresponds to an
extreme near-threshold voltage.
Per-Benchmark Completion Time Figure 2.5.1 shows the per-benchmark completion time
results for 0.3% fault rate. At this extreme fault rate, the usable capacity (cache lines with zero-
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and single-bit faults) for the proposed architecture and SECDED is ∼68.3% while that for AP is
∼92%. The lower capacity available for the proposed architecture, in comparison to AP, results
in higher L1 miss rate. However, the lower average hit latency compensates for the higher miss
rate. There is a tradeoff in play which dictates the performance of a benchmark based on its access
pattern and its active working set. Benchmarks with large active working set tend to put high stress
on the L1 caches, resulting in higher capacity misses at lower available capacity. On the other
hand, benchmarks that have a smaller active working set take advantage of the lower average L1 hit
latency.
SWAPTIONS is a benchmark that shows the lower average hit latency and capacity tradeoff. The
proposed architecture reduces the average L1 hit latency significantly (shown by “Compute” in
fig. 2.5.1). However, the reduced available capacity impacts the L1 miss rate by 1.2%, enough to
offset any gains. Similar trend of lower average hit latency and higher miss rate is observed in
several benchmarks such as FFT, BARNES, BLACKSHOLES, FLUIDANIMATE, and DIJKSTRA.
The active working set and access pattern of WATER-SPATIAL is such that the L1 capacity
miss rate is very low. Although the L1 capacity miss rate increases for the proposed NUCA-L1
architecture over AP, it is only ∼0.5% increase. This small change in L1 miss rate does not impact
the performance in a big way. However, the performance improvement gained by lowering the
average L1 hit latency is significant. This results in an overall improvement in completion time
for WATER-SPATIAL by 5% in comparison to the baseline. Similar behavior can be noticed in
WATER-NSQUARED, DIJKSTRA and STATIC-COMMUNITY.
CONNECTED-COMPONENTS exhibits high L1 miss rate. Due to this high L1 miss rate, the
completion time is dominated by the time the system spend in servicing L1 misses. The NUCA-L1
architecture does improve the average L1 hit latency but the L1 miss rate is rather high and dominates
the overall completion time. This high miss rate is due to the access pattern of the workload, as the
miss rate does not increase on the NUCA-L1 architecture.
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The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture improves the average L1 hit latency in RADIOSITY.
However, the capacity becomes a major bottleneck. The lower available capacity results in an
increase in L1 miss rate, enough to overcome any gain due to lowering of average L1 hit latency.
The resulting overall performance for AP is lower by 7% than NUCA-L1, as it has more available
capacity to work with. Other benchmarks showing the same trend, but with lower degradation in
performance, include OCEAN CONTIGUOUS, RAYTRACE, BLACKSHOLES, and PATRICIA.
The available capacity for SECDED with word-level disabling is very high (∼99%), which
results in a very low L1 miss rate. However, the constant latency overhead and forced evictions
due to accesses to disabled words degrade the performance significantly. The lower average L1
hit latency becomes the major contributing factor in the difference in completion time for the
NUCA-L1 architecture. This can be seen in RADIOSITY, SWAPTIONS, FLUIDANIMATE, DIJKSTRA,
FFT, WATER-SPATIAL, and WATER-NSQUARED (Fig. 2.5.1).
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD perform better than NUCA-L1 in all benchmarks.
The reason being the higher available capacity in both the configurations. However, it should be
noted that these systems come with additional storage overhead, along with increase in hardware
complexity, as discussed in Sec 2.3.4.
NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD performs better than NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD because it selectively applies
SECDED at a finer granularity of word level. This effectively reduces the number of requests to the
ECC encoder and decoder, as only faulty words in the cache line need to be corrected, whereas each
access to such a cache line incurs additional latency in NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD configuration.
The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture performs within 16% of the ideal fault-free baseline,
on-par with AP. SECDED with word-level disabling performs 20% worse than the ideal fault-free
baseline. NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD performs only 6.7% worse than the ideal fault-free baseline, however,
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Figure 2.5.2: Energy results at 0.3% fault rate for AP, SECDED with word-level disabling, NUCA-L1,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD. Results are normalized to the ideal fault-free baseline.
Per-Benchmark Energy The per-benchmark energy results are shown in figure 2.5.2. As
static energy is the biggest component of the overall energy, it dictates the energy trends observed.
The static energy tracks the completion time closely and the systems that reduce completion time
end up reducing static energy as well. As NUCA-L1 and AP have similar completion time, their
static energy consumption is also very close. NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD reduce
the completion time, hence reducing the static energy as well.
It is observed that the dynamic energy for AP system is considerably higher as compared to
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the other systems. Although it improves on L2 cache, network router, and network link dynamic
energy and overall static energy, the impact of increase in dynamic energy in L1 caches is high. The
reason for such an increase in L1 cache dynamic energy is the way AP accesses the cache. For each
access to the L1 cache it accesses two cache banks, each with multiple ways in it1. This doubles the
dynamic energy spent on each L1 cache access.
AP decreases L1 miss rate in most of the benchmarks, as discussed previously. This in turn
helps decrease the L2 cache, network router, and network link dynamic energy by ∼1%. Moreover,
the static energy consumption of AP is on-par with NUCA-L1. However, the dynamic energy of L1
caches increase by ∼ 4%, resulting in an overall increase in energy of 3% over NUCA-L1.
As the L1 miss rate for SECDED with word-level disabling is very low compared to NUCA-L1,
the resulting dynamic energy consumption is also very low. SECDED with word-level disabling
improves on L1 data cache, L2 cache, and the network dynamic energy but spends more dynamic
energy on ECC. Furthermore, it spends significantly higher static energy than NUCA-L1.
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD are helped by their high available capacity and
result in lower overall energy consumption overhead of 12% and 11%, respectively. NUCA-L1
architecture spends 16% more energy over the ideal fault-free baseline. In comparison, AP spends
>19% more energy than the ideal fault-free baseline.
0.05% fault Rate
Per-Benchmark Completion Time 0.05% is the lowest fault rate considered in the evaluation.
At this fault rate, the usable capacity is ∼97.5% for NUCA-L1 and ∼99.9% for SECDED with
word-level disabling. Majority of the accesses, are made to fault-free cache lines, resulting in
1The banks can be accessed in a more intelligent way to avoid looking up multiple banks on each access. However,
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Figure 2.5.3: Completion time results at 0.05% fault rate for AP, SECDED with word-level disabling, NUCA-L1,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD. Results are normalized to the ideal fault-free baseline.
optimal average hit latency in NUCA-L1.
The miss rate of BARNES increases by 30% over the ideal fault-free baseline’s miss rate for
NUCA-L1, resulting in a performance degradation of 9.7%. NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD has a similar
miss rate. However, it improves greatly on L1 cache access latency, as 96% of the words are
accessed without any additional latency and 3.9% word accesses incur a single cycle latency
overhead. In comparison, NUCA-L1 access 76% of the cache lines without any latency overhead
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Figure 2.5.4: Energy results at 0.05% fault rate for AP, SECDED with word-level disabling, NUCA-L1,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD. Results are normalized to the ideal fault-free baseline.
CHOLESKY, WATER-SPATIAL, WATER-NSQUARED, RADIOSITY, BLACKSCHOLES, SWAPTIONS,
and FLUIDANIMATE.
At 0.05% bit-cell fault rate, the average hit latency of NUCA-L1 architecture is very close to the
ideal fault-free baseline. NUCA-L1 performs within 5% of the ideal fault-free baseline (fig. 2.5.3).
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(b)
Figure 2.5.5: (a) Completion time and (b) energy consumption sensitivity to different fault rates for AP, SECDED
with word-level disabling, NUCA-L1, NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD. Results are normalized to the
ideal fault-free baseline.
Per-Benchmark Energy The energy result also shows a similar improvement (fig. 2.5.4)
as completion time. A similar trend is seen in static energy consumption as 0.3% fault rate. The
systems that improve completion time also end up reducing static energy.
Most of the L1 misses due to capacity are converted in to L1 hits. This in turn reduces the
L2 cache, network router, and network link dynamic energy and the static energy. The NUCA-L1
consumes 4.5% more energy than the ideal fault-free baseline.
The energy overhead over fault-free baseline decreases from 16% to 4.5% when the bit-fault
rate is decreased from 0.3% to 0.05%. From these results it can be seen that the dynamic energy
consumption of NUCA-L1 is heavily impacted by the number of L1 misses. Hence, improving
the L1 hit rate results in better performance, as well as lower dynamic energy for NUCA-L1. This
can be seen in NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD, where the available capacity is ∼99.9%. The high available
capacity results in energy consumption on-par (only 0.7% more) with the ideal fault-free baseline.
Sensitivity to Different Fault Rates
From figures 2.5.5a and 2.5.5b, it is observed that as the bit-fault rate is decreased from 0.3% to
0.05%, NUCA-L1 adapts and exploits the increased usable capacity. Its performance degradation
of 16% at the highest fault rate is reduced to < 5% at the lowest fault rate. It also reduces the
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energy consumption overhead from 16% down to < 5%. As usable capacity for AP is high at
all bit-fault rates, no significant performance improvement is observed. The energy consumption
improves by a small amount and is 19% higher with respect to fault-free baseline. SECDED with
word-level disabling slightly improves the completion time (from 20% to 16%) as the bit-cell
fault rate goes down, along with decrease in energy consumption from 20% to 15%. Similar
improvements in completion time and energy consumption are observed in NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD
and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD.
2.5.2 Comparison with Patch-Up-and-Recovery Schemes
In this section the completion time results of NUCA-L1 are compared to systems based on architec-
tural innovations to deal with NTV operation. The systems compared include bit-fix, word-disable,
cache-line-disable, word-level disabling and AP. NUCA-L1 is able to outperform all systems at all
fault rates (fig. 2.5.6a). It is observed that cache line disable performs poorly at high fault rates
but improves and performs on-par with NUCA-L1 at 0.05% fault rate. The reason for this behavior
is the higher available capacity at 0.05% fault rate. One can argue that NUCA-L1 should perform
better than cache-line-disable, as it has more usable capacity. Although NUCA-L1 has 21% higher
usable capacity than cache-line-disable, this capacity incurs an extra cycle for each hit. The result
here clearly shows the dependence of overall performance on capacity at higher fault rates, and
latency at lower fault rates.
2.5.3 Comparison with ECC based Schemes
In this section the completion time results for NUCA-L1 compared to SECDED with cache-line-
disable, DECTED with cache-line-disable, and SECDED with word-level disabling are presented. It
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Figure 2.5.6: Geometric mean of normalized completion time of (a) patch-up-and-recovery and (b) ECC based
schemes.
performance. It can be seen from fig. 2.5.6b that SECDED performs better than DECTED at all fault
rates. This shows that any increase in L1 hit latency degrades the overall performance significantly.
It is qualitatively argued that any scheme stronger than DECTED would be suboptimal because of
the excessive increase in L1 hit latency. It can also be seen that SECDED with word-level disabling
performs better than SECDED with cache-line-disable at higher fault rates. The reason being the
higher available capacity. However, this slight increase in performance comes at a high cost (∼6×
increase in storage overhead).
2.5.4 Architecture Variations for NUCA-L1
Figure 2.5.7a shows the normalized geometric mean of the completion time for NUCA-L1, NUCA-L1DEC,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD at different fault rates. The performance of NUCA-L1DEC
is 3% better than NUCA-L1 with SCEDED correction capability at 0.3% fault rate. This improve-
ment diminishes as the fault rates goes down, and performance is on-par with NUCA-L1 at 0.05%
fault rate. The reason for this behavior is that at higher fault rates the DECTED correction capability
can correct more cache lines and hence the available capacity is higher. This higher available
capacity translates to lower L1 miss rate. However, at low fault rates the opportunity to recover
more capacity is low.








































































Figure 2.5.7: (a) Geometric mean of normalized completion time and (b) associated storage overhead of NUCA-L1,
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD, and NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD.
performance decreases as the fault rate goes down and is<1% at the lowest fault rate. It performs bet-
ter than NUCA-L1DEC and has lower storage overhead. However, it has higher hardware complexity,
as the L2 cache controller needs to be modified as well for it to work (cf. Section 2.3.4). Taking full
advantage of the high available capacity, NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD performs >4% better than NUCA-L1
at all fault rates. These variations improve the overall performance, however, they come with a high
storage overhead and/or increase in hardware complexity (fig. 2.5.7 (right)). If high performance
is the ultimate goal and the overheads are not a problem, one can opt for NUCA-L1WL-SEC WLD.
NUCA-L1CL-SEC WLD provides a balance between the overheads and the performance improvement.
However, the performance improvement is not significant enough at lower fault rates. Similarly,
NUCA-L1DEC comes with a small overhead but the performance is not worth the extra logic and
storage overhead. NUCA-L1 is a practical architecture that delivers high performance while keeping
the overheads low.
2.5.5 L1 Cache Size Sensitivity
Figure 2.5.8 shows the sensitivity of the proposed NUCA-L1 architecture to three different L1 cache
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Figure 2.5.8: Geometric mean of normalized completion time at private L1 cache sizes of 32KB, 16KB, and 8KB
for NUCA-L1 variants.
32KB L1 cache size to ∼21% at 8KB L1 cache size. However, the other architecture variants do
not degrade because they are able to recover more cache capacity at the highest fault rate. As fault
rates drop, all cache sizes evaluated show a decreasing trend in degradation of the completion time.
It is noted that at low fault rates the performance dependence on cache size minimizes since the
available capacity approaches the fault-free baseline.
2.6 Conclusion
In the imminent era of large-scale shared memory multicores, energy efficient operation will be
critical. To enable operation at near-threshold voltages, such processors will need to handle the
persistent faults due to PVT variations. Multicore processors rely on fast private L1 caches to
achieve high performance. In the presence of bit-cell faults at NTV conditions, an L1 cache can
either sacrifice capacity or incur additional latency to correct the faults. With this tradeoff in
mind, I have proposed a novel private NUCA-L1 architecture that balances performance and energy
consumption at NTV. The proposed NUCA-L1 architecture’s performance and energy degradation
is as low as 4.5% and 2%, respectively, in comparison to the fault-free baseline. It performs better
than state-of-the-art Archipelago and SECDED with cache-line-disable by up to 11% relative to
baseline. It also consume lower energy than AP by up to 14.5%.
Chapter 3
Locality-Aware Data Replication in the
Last-Level Cache for Large Scale
Multicores
Next generation large single-chip multicores will process massive data with varying degree of
locality. Harnessing on-chip data locality to optimize the utilization of on-chip cache and network
resources is of fundamental importance. I propose a locality-aware selective data replication
protocol for the last-level cache (LLC) [59]. The goal is to lower memory access latency and
energy by only replicating cache lines with high reuse in the LLC slice of the requesting core, while
simultaneously keep the off-chip miss rate low. The approach relies on low overhead yet highly
accurate in-hardware runtime cache line level classifier that only allows replication of cache lines
with high reuse. Furthermore, a classifier captures the LLC pressure at the existing replica locations
and adapts its replication decision accordingly.
On a set of parallel benchmarks, the proposed protocol reduces the overall energy by 14.7%,
10.7%, 10.5%, and 16.7% and the completion time by 2.5%, 6.5%, 4.5%, and 9.5% when compared
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to the previously proposed Victim Replication, Adaptive Selective Replication, Reactive-NUCA,
and Static-NUCA LLC management schemes. An efficient classifier implementation is evaluated
with an overhead of 5.44KB, which translates to only 1.58% on top of the Static-NUCA baseline’s
cache related per-core storage.
3.1 Introduction
Computing trends indicate integration of a large number of cores on a single chip. Since the
diameter of on-chip networks increases with core count, the cost of moving data on-chip is becoming
expensive. Furthermore, emerging technologies such as 3D die stacking [4] make the “distance”
to access data even more non-uniform and costly. On the technology front, on-chip wires are not
scaling at the same rate as transistors. While compute energy is projected to scale down by 6×
from 45nm to 7nm, interconnect energy only scales down by 1.6× [2]. Similar trends are projected
for transistor and wire delay scaling. The many-core processors built from these technologies will
execute emerging big data and streaming parallel applications that are expected to process many
data structures with varying degrees of locality and reuse. Current multicore caches either fail to
capture temporal locality when the reuse distance is too large, or they are simply inefficient for data
structures with no or little reuse. Hence, unnecessary data movement not only impacts memory
access latency, but also incurs wasteful energy consumption of the networks-on-chip and cache
resources [2, 1].
3.1.1 Data Access in the Multicore Last-Level Cache
A large monolithic on-chip cache that holds the application working set, does not scale beyond a
small number of cores, and the only practical option is to physically distribute on-chip memory
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in pieces so that every core is near some portion of the cache [60]. In theory this provides a
large amount of aggregate cache capacity and fast private memory for each core. Unfortunately,
it is difficult to manage the distributed cache and network resources effectively since they require
architectural support for cache coherence and consistency under the ubiquitous shared memory
model.
Popular directory-based protocols enable fast local caching to exploit data locality, but scale
poorly with increasing core counts [61, 62]. Many recent proposals have addressed directory
scalability in single-chip multicores using sharer compression techniques or limited directories [63,
64, 65, 66]. Yet, fast private caches still suffer from two major problems: (1) due to capacity
constraints, they cannot hold the working set of applications that operate on massive data, and (2)
due to frequent communication between cores, data is often displaced from them [67]. This leads to
increased network traffic and request rate to the last-level cache.
Last-level cache (LLC) organizations offer trade-offs between on-chip data locality and off-chip
miss rate. While private LLC organizations (e.g., [7]) have low hit latencies, their off-chip miss
rates are high in applications that have uneven distributions of working sets or exhibit high degrees
of sharing (due to cache line replication). Shared LLC organizations (e.g., [68]), on the other hand,
lead to non-uniform cache access (NUCA) [8] that hurts on-chip locality, but their off-chip miss
rates are low since cache lines are not replicated.
Several proposals have explored the idea of hybrid LLC organizations [69, 70, 71, 72, 48, 73, 74].
These proposals attempt to combine the good characteristics of private and shared LLC organizations
by relying on either dynamic data placement, data replication, or both. These proposals either do
not quickly adapt their policies to dynamic program changes, or replicate cache lines without paying
attention to their locality. In addition, some of them either add significant hardware overheads, or
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Figure 3.1.1: Distribution of instructions, private data, shared read-only data, and shared read-write data
accesses to the LLC as a function of run-length. The classification is done at the cache line granularity for
the evaluated benchmarks, using the methodology described in Section 3.4.
3.1.2 Motivation for Locality-Aware Replication in LLC
Static data placement optimally utilizes the LLC capacity. However, it suffers from sub-optimal
placement of all data, thus results in increased on-chip network traffic and high LLC access latency.
On the other hand, some key challenges with dynamic data placement schemes are: (1) the sub-
optimality of shared data placement, (2) the potential over-subscription of private data at the local
LLC slice, and (3) false sharing of cache lines due to misclassification of OS pages. If cache line
replication is enabled in the local LLC slice of the requesting core, these challenges can be mitigated,
resulting in improved data locality that lowers the LLC access latency, on-chip traffic, and off-chip
miss rate.
The utility of data replication in the LLC can be understood by measuring cache line reuse.
Figure 3.1.1 plots the distribution of the number of accesses to cache lines in the LLC as a function
of run-length. Run-length is defined as the number of accesses to a cache line (at the LLC) from
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a particular core before a conflicting access by another core or before it is evicted. Cache line
accesses from multiple cores are conflicting if at least one of them is a write. For example, in
BARNES benchmark, over 90% of the accesses to the LLC occur to shared (read-write) data that
has a run-length of 10 or more. Greater the number of accesses with higher run-length, greater
is the benefit of replicating the cache line in the requester’s LLC slice. Hence, BARNES would
benefit from replicating shared (read-write) data. Similarly, FACESIM would benefit from replicating
instructions and PATRICIA would benefit from replicating shared (read-only) data. On the other
hand, FLUIDANIMATE and OCEAN-C would not benefit since most cache lines experience just 1
or 2 accesses to them before a conflicting access or an eviction. For such cases, replication would
increase the LLC pollution without improving data locality. Furthermore, BLACKSCHOLES would
benefit because the misclassified private data would now be replicated.
3.1.3 Proposed Idea of Locality-Aware Replication in LLC
A low-overhead yet highly accurate hardware-only predictive mechanism is proposed to track and
classify the reuse of each cache line in the LLC. A runtime classifier only allows replicating those
cache lines that demonstrate reuse at the LLC while bypassing replication for others. When a cache
line replica is evicted or invalidated, the classifier adapts by adjusting its future replication decision
accordingly. This reuse tracking mechanism is decoupled from the sharer tracking structures that
cause scalability concerns in traditional cache coherence protocols. Further optimizations are
proposed to the reuse tracking hardware to lower the storage overheads. For this purpose a limited
number of cache lines and a limited number of sharers for each tracked cache line are used to make
the LLC replication decisions. The proposed scheme improves over static and dynamic NUCA
baselines by intelligently replicating all types of cache lines in the requester’s local LLC slice. The
evaluation using a 64-core multicore shows an improvement of 14.7%, 10.7%, 10.5%, and 16.7% in
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energy and 2.5%, 6.5%, 4.5%, and 9.5% in completion time over Victim Replication (VR) [70],
Adaptive Selective Replication (ASR) [71], Reactive-NUCA (R-NUCA) [48], and Static-NUCA (S-
NUCA) [8] LLC management schemes, respectively. The locality-aware protocol is advantageous
because it:
1. Enables lower memory access latency and energy by selectively replicating cache lines that
show high reuse in the LLC slice of the requesting core.
2. Better exploits the LLC by balancing the off-chip miss rate and on-chip locality using a
classifier that adapts to the runtime reuse at the granularity of cache lines.
3. Mitigates the necessity of complex dynamic data placement schemes by demonstrating
efficient implementations of locality-aware replication in LLC on top of both dynamic and
static NUCA baselines.
4. Allows coherence complexity almost identical to that of a traditional non-hierarchical coher-
ence protocol, since replicas are only allowed to be placed at the LLC slice of the requesting
core.
5. Incurs low area overhead by tracking a limited number of cache lines and a limited number of
sharers for each tracked cache line. This results in a storage overhead of 5.44KB per core,
on top of the S-NUCA’s on-chip cache capacity. However, the overall completion time is
improved by 9.5% and dynamic energy consumption by 16.7%.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents the details of the baseline
multicore, and outlines the related work for the data placement and replication in the last-level
cache (LLC). Section 3.3 presents the protocol operations as well as the architecture requirements
and description of the proposed locality-aware replication in LLC. A discussion section outlines
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the replica creation strategy, coherence complexity, replication at the cluster granularity, and the
storage efficient classifier organization. Moreover, the overheads section presents a detailed bit
storage level breakdown of the proposed classifier. In addition, the protocol overheads are discussed.
Section 3.4 describes the modeling strategy for performance and dynamic energy, as well as the
parallel benchmarks and LLC schemes used for evaluation. Section 3.5 evaluates the proposed
locality-aware replication in LLC scheme on top of S-NUCA and R-NUCA baselines, and compares
it to four popular state-of-the-art LLC management schemes. Sensitivity studies are also presented
to evaluate the proposed organization of the locality classifier, replication threshold, impact of LLC
size variations, as well as the impact of using an out-of-order core type to implement the multicore.
Section 3.6 concludes the chapter.
3.2 Background & Related Work
3.2.1 Baseline System
The baseline system is a tiled multicore with an electrical 2-D mesh interconnection network. Each
core consists of a compute pipeline, private L1 instruction and data caches, a physically distributed
shared LLC cache with integrated directory, and a network router. The coherence is maintained
using a MESI protocol. The coherence directory is integrated with the LLC slices by extending
the tag arrays (in-cache directory organization [75, 46]), and tracks the sharing status of the cache
lines in the per-core private L1 caches. The private L1 caches are kept coherent using the ACKwise
limited directory-based coherence protocol [47]. Some cores have a connection to a memory
controller as well. The memory controllers are placed in a way that minimizes the average distance
from the tiles. The electrical mesh network uses dimension-order X-Y routing and wormhole flow
control.
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The ACKwise protocol maintains a limited set of hardware pointers (p) to track the sharers of a
cache line. It operates like a full-map protocol when the number of sharers is less than or equal to
the number of hardware pointers. When the number of sharers exceeds the number of hardware
pointers, the ACKwisep protocol does not track the identities of the sharers anymore. Instead, it
tracks the number of sharers and performs a broadcast invalidate on an exclusive request. However,
acknowledgments need to be received from only the actual sharers of the data. In conjunction with
a broadcast network, the ACKwise protocol has been shown to scale to large number of cores [47].
The 2-D mesh network is also augmented with broadcast support. Each router selectively replicates
a broadcasted message on its output links such that all cores are reached with a single injection.
3.2.2 Data Placement
This section describes state-of-the-art static-NUCA and dynamic-NUCA data placement schemes.
Static-NUCA
The application’s address space is divided in subsets and each subset is mapped to an LLC slice,
known as the “home” for that subset of addresses. In case of a private cache miss, a request is
sent to the home LLC slice based on a simple address based decode. Static interleaving at the
fine granularity of cache lines fully exploits the on-chip LLC capacity. However, majority of the
accesses are to remote LLC slices, resulting in an increase in on-chip network traffic. In short, it
utilizes the on-chip capacity efficiently, however, it hurts the locality of private data. This scheme is
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Figure 3.2.1: Distribution of instructions, private data, shared read-only data, and shared read-write data
accesses to the LLC for BLACKSCHOLES and OCEAN-NC. The classification is done at the cache line and
page granularity, highlighting false sharing under a page classification mechanism.
Dynamic-NUCA
Reactive-NUCA (R-NUCA) [48] classifies data as private or shared at page granularity using the
existing operating system virtual memory management mechanism. All the cache lines of a private
page are placed at the requesting core’s LLC slice. Shared data tends to exhibit limited affinity to a
particular core since it is accessed by multiple cores over time. Therefore, cache lines of shared
pages are assigned a home core based on static address interleaving. This allows R-NUCA to exploit
locality on private data and enable low average access latency/energy for private data. However, it
still suffers from high average access latency/energy for shared data access.
A drawback of R-NUCA is that it requires modifications in the virtual memory system, which
has several serious ramifications. Firstly, the OS needs to be modified to take into account the
new information in the page-table and Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Secondly, the page
table and TLB structures are modified and the hardware now needs to support migration of data
pages at runtime. The OS support for page classification extends each TLB entry by 1 bit and each
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page table entry by an additional log2(n) bits, where n is the number of cores. Additionally, in
workloads with primarily private data, the on-chip cache capacity is underutilized and can result in
higher off-chip miss rate. Similar underutilization can occur in a multi-program setup. Finally, the
page-level classification under certain circumstances results in false classification of private data as
shared. This is evident in figure 3.2.1 which plots the distribution of the number of accesses in the
LLC to instructions, private data, shared read-only data, and shared read-write data at the cache line
and page level separately. Due to false sharing, almost all true private data in the BLACKSCHOLES
and OCEAN NON CONTIGUOUS benchmarks is classified as shared at the page-level.
Other Related Work
Cho et. al. [76] propose an OS-assisted data allocation scheme using S-NUCA organization and
page coloring. It uses the first-touch color assignment, i.e., a page is assigned a color that places it
in the LLC slice nearest to the core that first touches that page. This approach potentially leads to
inefficient use of on-chip cache capacity, and puts pressure on some heavily used LLC slices. To
mitigate this challenge, it proposes to augment first-touch with page-spreading policies. Therefore,
subsequent page requests from that core are assigned colors that map the pages to neighboring
tile’s LLC slices. Awasthi et. al. [77] and Chaudhuri et. al. [72] build on top of first-touch page
coloring to solve the challenge of sub-optimal home location for shared data. They propose a further
level of indirection to migrate pages in order to improve the locality of shared data. Although a
step in the right direction, they introduce several non-trivial overheads in the process. R-NUCA
is a relatively simpler dynamic-NUCA scheme that avoids adding complexity to the underlying




This section describes the data replication schemes used in evaluation, as well as other related
work to complete the discussion. Cache line replication in the LLC can be deployed to improve
locality for instructions, shared, and private data. Furthermore, misclassified private data, as seen
in figure 3.2.1, can also be replicated in the local LLC slice of the requester. In order to enable
data replication at the cache line granularity, the baseline lookup strategy for the LLC is slightly
modified for all schemes. The local LLC slice is always looked up on an L1 cache miss or eviction.
Additionally, both the L1 cache and LLC slice are probed on every asynchronous coherence request
(i.e., invalidate, downgrade, flush or write-back). This is needed because the directory only has a
single pointer to track the local cache hierarchy of each core. This method also allows the coherence
complexity to be similar to that of a non-hierarchical (flat) coherence protocol.
Victim Replication
In Victim Replication (VR) [70], a cache line is replicated in the local LLC slice upon eviction from
the L1 cache if either, (1) an invalid cache line exists, (2) a home cache line with no sharers exists,
or (3) another replica exists in the target set. VR implements a random replacement policy within a
candidate group, with priority in the order listed above. If no such cache line exists, the evicted
cache line is communicated back to its home core. Upon a subsequent access resulting in a hit, the
replica is invalidated in the local LLC slice and moved to the L1 cache. Because of this exclusive
relationship, clean cache lines that would otherwise be simply invalidated are sent back to the local
LLC upon eviction. This results in unnecessary movement of data between the caches, increasing
the cache energy consumption.
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Adaptive Selective Replication
Adaptive Selective Replication (ASR) [71] replicates cache lines in the requester’s local LLC slice
on an L1 eviction. However, it only allows LLC replication for cache lines that are classified as
shared read-only and does not exploit locality for other types of data. ASR implements hardware
monitoring circuits that quantify the replication effectiveness and then probabilistically decides
whether to replicate or not on a per-core basis. ASR assumes an 8-core processor and the LLC lookup
mechanism that needs to search all LLC slices does not scale to large core counts. Furthermore, the
hardware monitoring circuits add a storage overhead of more than 18KB per core.
Locality-Aware Data Replication
Motivated by the fact that cache lines exhibit varying degrees of reuse at the LLC, as discussed
earlier in figure 3.1.1, the locality-aware data replication scheme is proposed [78]. This scheme
replicates cache lines in the local LLC slice based on their reuse captured using an in-hardware
cache line level classifier. A cache-line level classifier is introduced at the LLC to distinguish
between low and high reuse cache lines. Cache lines that exhibit high reuse are allowed to be
replicated in the local LLC slice of the requesting core, while bypassing replication in the local
LLC slice for the others.
The overhead of tracking the reuse information for all cache line sharers and for every cache
line in the LLC (called “Complete classifier”), is prohibitively high (cf. Section 3.3.5). To mitigate
this serious bottleneck, a horizontal reduction is proposed by tracking only a few sharers for each
cache line and taking a majority vote for other sharers, this is called the Limitedk classifier, where
‘k’ represents the number of sharers tracked for each cache line. To make the replication scheme
even more practical, a vertical reduction is proposed by tracking only a subset of the LLC cache
lines, this is called the Limitedk−m classifier, where ‘m’ represents the number of cache lines tracked
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in each LLC slice. The locality information for these limited number of cache lines is stored in a
self-standing structure, called “locality table”. This organization completely decouples the locality
tracking structure from the directory. The locality tracking does not interfere with the underlying
coherence protocol in any manner. However, a parallel lookup is now required to extract the locality
information. This does not impact performance, as the lookup is not in the critical path and is hidden
by the parallel LLC slice lookup. The locality-aware replication scheme and its optimizations are
discussed in detail in Section 3.3.
Other Related Work
CMP-NuRAPID [69] decouples tag and data arrays. It maintains private per-core tag arrays and a
shared data array divided into multiple distance groups. It replicates shared read-only cache lines
in the cache bank closest to the requesting core on its second access. CMP-NuRAPID does not
allow replication of shared read-write data and only one copy can exist in the cache. Also, it forces
write-through for such cache lines to maintain coherence using an additional Communication (C)
coherence state. As each private per-core tag array potentially has to store pointers to the entire
data array, CMP-NuRAPID does not scale with the number of cores. In addition, CMP-NuRAPID
requires snooping coherence to broadcast invalidate replicas, and complicates the coherence protocol
significantly by introducing many additional race conditions that arise from the tag and data array
decoupling.
Proposals that start with a private-L1, private LLC organizations have been proposed [79, 80,
81, 82, 83]. These proposals attempt to improve the negative feature of private LLC i.e. the low
hit rates, at the same time try to capitalize on the favorable property i.e. low LLC access latency.
They start with a private-private organization and then either spill data into other private caches, or
reconfigure the private cache size to reduce the off-chip misses and efficiently utilize the on-chip
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capacity. However, keeping track of and figuring out where to place the spilled data is a challenge
by itself. These schemes generally rely on coarse-grain information that are not very accurate.
Furthermore, they all suffer from the complex hardware structures required to keep the private
caches coherent.
The locality-aware replication in LLC protocol starts with a shared LLC organization. However,
it allows replicating cache lines in the LLC based on reuse information gathered at a fine granularity
of cache line.
3.3 Locality-Aware Data Replication in the Last-Level Cache
Locality-aware data replication protocol for the LLC [59] starts off with the static data placement
scheme (S-NUCA). It then captures the reuse of cache lines using an in-hardware cache line level
classifier. If enough reuse is observed for a certain sharer of a cache line, it replicates that cache
line in that sharer’s local LLC slice. For sharers that exhibit only low reuse, it disallows replication
in the local LLC slice. This section first describes the protocol operation, classifier organization and
architecture, and finally the overheads.
3.3.1 Protocol Operation
The four essential components of data replication in LLC are: (1) choosing which cache lines to
replicate, (2) determining where to place a replica, (3) how to lookup a replica, and (4) how to
maintain coherence for replicas. Lets define a few terms to facilitate describing the protocol.
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Figure 3.3.1: textcircled1 – 4© are mockup requests showing the locality-aware LLC replication protocol.
The black data block has high reuse and a local LLC replica is allowed that services requests from 1© and 2©.
The low-reuse red data block is not allowed to be replicated at the LLC, and the request from 3© that misses
in the L1, must access the LLC slice at its home core. The home core for each data block can also service
local private cache misses ( 4©).
• Replica Sharer: A core that is granted a replica of a cache line in its LLC slice.
• Non-Replica Sharer: A core that is NOT granted a replica of a cache line in its LLC slice.
• Replica Reuse: The number of times an LLC replica is accessed before it is invalidated or
evicted.
• Home Reuse: The number of times a cache line is accessed at the LLC slice in its home
location before a conflicting write or eviction.
• Replication Threshold (RT): The reuse above or equal to which a replica is created.
Note that for a cache line, one core can be a replica sharer while another can be a non-replica
sharer. The protocol starts out as a conventional directory protocol and initializes all cores as
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Replica	  No	  Replica	  
Home Reuse >= RT 
Home Reuse < RT 
Initial XReuse >= RT 
XReuse < RT 
Figure 3.3.2: Each directory entry is extended with replication mode bits to classify the usefulness of LLC
replication. Each cache line is initialized to non-replica mode with respect to all cores. Based on the reuse
counters (at the home as well as the replica location) and the parameter RT, the cores are transitioned between
replica and non-replica modes. Here XReuse is (Replica + Home) Reuse on an invalidation and Replica
Reuse on an eviction.
non-replica sharers of all cache lines (as shown by Initial in Figure 3.3.2). Let us understand the
handling of read requests, write requests, evictions, invalidations, and downgrades as well as cache
replacement policies under this protocol.
Read Requests
On an L1 cache read miss, the core first looks up its local LLC slice for a replica. If a replica is
found, the cache line is inserted at the private L1 cache. In addition, a Replica Reuse counter (as
shown in Figure 3.3.3) at the LLC directory entry is incremented. The replica reuse counter is a
saturating counter used to capture reuse information. It is initialized to ‘1’ on replica creation and
incremented on every replica hit.
On the other hand, if a replica is not found, the request is forwarded to the LLC home location.
If the cache line is not found there, it is either brought in from the off-chip memory or the underlying
coherence protocol takes the necessary actions to obtain the most recent copy of the cache line. The
directory entry is augmented with additional bits as shown in Figure 3.3.3. These bits include (a)
Replication Mode bit and (b) Home Reuse saturating counter for each core in the system. Note
that adding several bits for tracking the locality of each core in the system does not scale with the
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Figure 3.3.3: ACKwisep-Complete locality classifier LLC tag entry. It contains the tag, LRU bits and
directory entry. The directory entry contains the state, ACKwisep pointers, a Replica reuse counter as well as
Replication mode bits and Home reuse counters for every core in the system.
number of cores, therefore, cost-efficient classifier implementations are presented in Sections 3.3.2
and 3.3.3. The replication mode bit is used to identify whether a replica is allowed to be created
for the particular core. The home reuse counter is used to track the number of times the cache
line is accessed at the home location by the particular core. This counter is initialized to ‘0’ and
incremented on every hit at the LLC home location.
If the replication mode bit is set to true, the cache line is inserted in the requester’s LLC slice
and the private L1 cache. Otherwise, the home reuse counter is incremented. If this counter has
reached the Replication Threshold (RT), the requesting core is “promoted” (the replication mode bit
is set to true) and the cache line is inserted in its LLC slice and private L1 cache. If the home reuse
counter is still less than RT, a replica is not created. The cache line is only inserted in the requester’s
private L1 cache.
If the LLC home location is at the requesting core, the read request is handled directly at the
LLC home. Even if the classifier directs to create a replica, the cache line is just inserted at the
private L1 cache.
Write Requests
On an L1 cache write miss for an exclusive copy of a cache line, the protocol checks the local LLC
slice for a replica. If a replica exists in the Modified(M) or Exclusive(E) state, the cache line is
inserted at the private L1 cache. In addition, the Replica Reuse counter is incremented.
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If a replica is not found or exists in the Shared(S) state, the request is forwarded to the LLC
home location. The directory invalidates all the LLC replicas and L1 cache copies of the cache
line, thereby maintaining the single-writer multiple-reader invariant [84]. The acknowledgments
received are processed as described in Section 3.3.1. After all such acknowledgments are processed,
the Home Reuse counters of all non-replica sharers other than the writer are reset to ‘0’. This has to
be done since these sharers have not shown enough reuse to be “promoted”.
If the writer is a non-replica sharer, its home reuse counter is modified as follows. If the writer
is the only sharer (replica or non-replica), its home reuse counter is incremented, else it is reset
to ‘1’. This enables the replication of migratory shared data at the writer, while avoiding it if the
replica is likely to be downgraded due to conflicting requests by other cores.
Evictions and Invalidations
On an invalidation request, both the LLC slice and L1 cache on a core are probed and invalidated. If
a valid cache line is found in either caches, an acknowledgment is sent to the LLC home location.
In addition, if a valid LLC replica exists, the replica reuse counter is communicated back with the
acknowledgment. The locality classifier uses this information along with the home reuse counter to
determine whether the core stays as a replica sharer. If the (replica + home) reuse is ≥ RT, the core
maintains replica status, else it is demoted to non-replica status (as shown in Figure 3.3.2). The two
reuse counters have to be added since this is the total reuse that the core exhibited for the cache line
between successive writes.
When an L1 cache line is evicted, the LLC replica location is probed for the same address. If a
replica is found, the dirty data in the L1 cache line is merged with it, else an acknowledgment is
sent to the LLC home location. However, when an LLC replica is evicted, the L1 cache is probed
for the same address and invalidated. An acknowledgment message containing the replica reuse
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counter is sent back to the LLC home location. The replica reuse counter is used by the locality
classifier as follows. If the replica reuse is≥ RT, the core maintains replica status, else it is demoted
to non-replica status. Only the replica reuse counter has to be used for this decision since it captures
the reuse of the cache line at the LLC replica location.
After the acknowledgment corresponding to an eviction or invalidation of the LLC replica is
received at the home, the locality classifier sets the home reuse counter of the corresponding core to
‘0’ for the next round of classification.
The eviction of an LLC replica back-invalidates the L1 cache (as described earlier). A possibly
more optimal strategy is to maintain the validity of the L1 cache line. This requires two message
types as well as two messages, one to communicate back the reuse counter on the LLC replica
eviction and another to communicate the acknowledgment when the L1 cache line is finally
invalidated or evicted. Back-invalidation was chosen for two reasons: (1) to maintain the simplicity
of the coherence protocol, and (2) the energy and performance improvements of the more optimal
strategy are negligible since (a) the LLC is more than 4× larger than the L1 cache, thereby keeping
the probability of evicted LLC lines having an L1 copy extremely low, and (b) the LLC replacement
policy prioritizes retaining cache lines that have L1 cache copies.
LLC Replacement Policy
Traditional LLC replacement policies use the least recently used (LRU) policy. One reason why
this is sub-optimal is that the LRU information cannot be fully captured at the LLC because the
L1 cache filters out a large fraction of accesses that hit within it. In order to be cognizant of this,
the replacement policy should prioritize retaining cache lines that have L1 cache sharers. Some
proposals in literature accomplish this by sending periodic Temporal Locality Hint messages from
the L1 cache to the LLC [85]. However, this incurs additional network traffic.
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Figure 3.3.4: ACKwisep-Limitedk locality classifier LLC tag entry. It contains the tag, LRU bits and
directory entry. The directory entry contains the state, ACKwisep pointers, a Replica reuse counter as well as
the Limitedk classifier. The Limitedk classifier contains a Replication mode bit and Home reuse counter for
a limited number of cores. A majority vote of the modes of tracked cores is used to classify new cores as
replicas or non-replicas.
The proposed replacement policy accomplishes the same using a much simpler scheme. It first
selects cache lines with the least number of L1 cache copies and then chooses the least recently used
among them. The number of L1 cache copies is readily available since the directory is integrated
within the LLC tags (“in-cache” directory). This reduces back invalidations to a negligible amount. It
should be noted that a replica is treated the same as a home cache line with no sharers. Furthermore,
a replica insertion can also evict a home cache line, which can have some undesirable effects (e.g.
too many dirty home evictions) in some benchmarks.
3.3.2 Limitedk Locality Classifier
The classifier described so far keeps track of the locality information for all cores in the directory
entry. It is termed the Complete locality classifier, and has a storage overhead of ∼30% (calculated
in Section 3.3.5) at 64 cores and over 5× at 1024 cores. In order to mitigate this overhead, a space
efficient classifier is proposed that maintains locality information for a limited number of cores, and
classifies the other cores as replica or non-replica sharers based on this information.
The locality information for each core consists of (1) the core ID, (2) the replication mode bit
and (3) the home reuse counter. The classifier that maintains a list of this information for a limited
number of cores (k) is termed the Limitedk classifier. Figure 3.3.4 shows the information that is
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tracked by this classifier. The sharer list of the ACKwise limited directory entry cannot be reused
for tracking locality information because of its different functionality. While the hardware pointers
of ACKwise are used to maintain coherence, the limited locality list serves to classify cores as
replica or non-replica sharers. Decoupling in this manner also enables the locality-aware protocol
to be implemented efficiently on top of other scalable directory organizations. The working of the
limited locality classifier will now be described.
At startup, all entries in the limited locality list are free and this is denoted by marking all core
IDs’ as Invalid. When a core makes a request to the home location, the directory first checks if the
core is already being tracked by the limited locality list. If so, the actions described previously are
carried out. Else, the directory checks if a free entry exists. If it does exist, it allocates the entry to
the core and the same actions are carried out.
Otherwise, the directory checks if a currently tracked core can be replaced. An ideal candidate
for replacement is a core that is currently not using the cache line. Such a core is termed an inactive
sharer and should ideally relinquish its entry to a core in need of it. A replica core becomes inactive
on an LLC invalidation or an eviction. A non-replica core becomes inactive on a write by another
core. If such a replacement candidate exists, its entry is allocated to the requesting core. The initial
replication mode of the core is obtained by taking a majority vote of the modes of the tracked cores.
This is done so as to start off the requester in its most probable mode.
Finally, if no replacement candidate exists, the mode for the requesting core is obtained by taking
a majority vote of the modes of all the tracked cores. The limited locality list is left unchanged. The
storage overhead for the Limitedk classifier is directly proportional to the number of cores (k) for
which locality information is tracked. In Section 3.5.2, the storage and accuracy tradeoffs for the
Limitedk classifier are evaluated.
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Figure 3.3.5: ACKwisep-Limitedk−m locality classifier LLC tag entry and the locality table structure.
The LLC tag entry contains the tag, LRU bits and directory entry. The directory entry contains the state,
ACKwisep pointers, a Replica reuse counter. Each locality table entry contains the tag, valid bit, LRU bits,
and the Limitedk classifier.
3.3.3 Limitedk−m Locality Classifier
A completely decoupled locality classifier from the LLC tag array is explored to further reduce
the storage overhead. This is achieved by tracking a limited number of cache lines, as opposed to
all the cache lines in Limitedk classifier. To enable tracking of a limited number of cache lines, a
set-associative cache like structure, locality table, is introduced that is accessed in parallel with the
LLC, shown in figure 3.3.5. Each entry in the locality table stores the Limitedk classifier information
for one cache line along with the tag, valid bit, and LRU bits. LRU replacement policy is used to
determine a replacement candidate within a set. This is termed as a Limitedk−m classifier, where ‘m’
represents the number of cache lines being tracked. The working of the locality table will now be
described.
At startup, all entries in the locality table are free and this is denoted by marking all valid bits
as Invalid. When a core makes a request to the home location, the locality table is also looked up
in parallel to the LLC slice. If it results in a hit, it means that the cache line is being tracked. At
this point, it is checked whether the core is already being tracked by the limited locality list and the
actions described in Section 3.3.2 are performed. On the other hand, if the lookup results in a miss,
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the classifier information for that cache line is inserted into the locality table, and the cache line is
now tracked for reuse classification. Note that the classifier information for the evicted cache line
from the table is lost and the classifier needs to re-learn it if the same cache line is inserted again in
the locality table at some time in the future.
The eviction candidate is selected using the LRU replacement policy. In the locality table, if
a cache line is heavily communicated back and forth between the cache hierarchies, it remains in
the locality table and the mode is updated accordingly. On the other hand, if a cache line is used
sparingly, its entry in the locality table is eventually taken by a another cache line. The LRU policy
captures such access patterns, and retains cache lines with useful reuse behavior in the locality table.
The storage overhead for the Limitedk−m classifier is directly proportional to the number of
cache lines (m) for which locality information is tracked. In Section 3.5.2, the storage and accuracy




In the locality-aware protocol, replicas are allowed to be created in all valid cache states. A simpler
strategy is to create an LLC replica only in the Shared cache state. This enables instructions, shared
read-only and shared read-write data that exhibit high read run-length to be replicated so as to serve
multiple read requests from within the local LLC slice. However, migratory shared data cannot
be replicated with this simpler strategy because both read and write requests are made to it in an
interleaved manner. Such data patterns can be efficiently handled only if the replica is created in
both Exclusive and Modified states as well. Benchmarks that exhibit both the above access patterns
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are observed in the evaluation (cf. Section 3.5.1).
Coherence Complexity
The local LLC slice is always looked up on an L1 cache miss or eviction. Additionally, both
the L1 cache and LLC slice is probed on every asynchronous coherence request (i.e., invalidate,
downgrade, flush or write-back). This is needed because the directory only has a single pointer to
track the local cache hierarchy of each core. This method also allows the coherence complexity to
be similar to that of a non-hierarchical (flat) coherence protocol.
To avoid the latency and energy overhead of searching the LLC replica, one may want to
optimize the handling of asynchronous requests, or decide intelligently whether to lookup the local
LLC slice on a cache miss or eviction. In order to enable such optimization, additional sharer
tracking bits are needed at the directory and L1 cache. Moreover, additional network message types
are needed to relay coherence information between the LLC home and other actors.
In order to evaluate whether this additional coherence complexity is worthwhile, the proposed
protocol is compared to a dynamic oracle that has perfect information about whether a cache line
is present in the local LLC slice. The dynamic oracle avoids all unnecessary LLC lookups. The
completion time and energy difference when compared to the dynamic oracle is less than 1%.
Hence, in the interest of avoiding the additional complexity, the LLC replica is always looked up
for the above coherence requests.
Cluster-Level Replication
In the locality-aware protocol, the location where a replica is placed is always the LLC slice of the
requesting core. An additional method by which one could explore the trade-off between LLC hit
latency and LLC miss rate is by replicating at a cluster-level. A cluster is defined as a group of
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neighboring cores where there is at most one replica for a cache line. Increasing the size of a cluster
would increase LLC hit latency and decrease LLC miss rate, and decreasing the cluster size would
have the opposite effect. The optimal replication algorithm would optimize the cluster size so as to
maximize the performance and energy benefit.
Cluster-level replication is not found to be beneficial [78]. The reasons include: (1) Us-
ing clustering increases network serialization delays since multiple locations now need to be
searched/invalidated on an L1 cache miss. (2) Cache lines with low degree of sharing do not benefit
because clustering just increases the LLC hit latency without reducing the LLC miss rate. (3) The
added coherence complexity of clustering increases the design and verification time significantly.
Classifier Organization
The Complete locality classifier for the locality-aware protocol is organized using an in-cache
structure, i.e., the replication mode bits and home reuse counters are maintained for all cache lines
in the LLC. However, this is a not an essential requirement. The classifier is logically decoupled
from the directory and could be implemented using a sparse organization.
Number of Tracked Sharers: Limitedk with k = 64 corresponds to the Complete locality classifier
for a 64-core multicore. To reduce the prohibitively high overhead of the Complete locality classifier,
a limited number of sharers are tracked, as discussed in Section 3.5.2. Although Limited1 has the
lowest overhead, the classifier is more unstable than the others and performs significantly worse for
BARNES and STREAMCLUSTER (cf. Section 3.5.2). Limited3 is found to be the optimal classifier
with substantially lower overhead and performance close to that of the Complete classifier (cf.
Section 3.5.2).
Number of Tracked Cache Lines: Limitedk−m classifier with m = 4096 corresponds to the
Limitedk classifier for a 256KB per-core LLC slice. Reducing the number of tracked cache lines
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potentially impacts the accuracy of the classifier. On the other hand, not all cache lines are used at all
times and tracking only a subset of cache lines can help reduce the associated overheads. The goal
is to find a balance between the overhead reduction and the completion time/energy penalty paid
for it. In order to quantify this tradeoff, experiments are run with varying number of tracked cache
lines. It is observed that tracking 512 cache lines provides completion time/energy approaching that
of tracking all cache lines (cf. Section 3.5.2), while reducing the space overhead by more than 2.5×
over Limited3 classifier.
Locality Table Associativity: To find the right structure of the locality table, experiments are
performed with varying associativity of the locality table while keeping the number of tracked cache
lines constant. Although no significant variation was observed, associativity of 8 provided the best
energy-delay product (cf. Section 3.5.2).
3.3.5 Overheads
Storage
Complete Classifier: The locality-aware protocol requires extra bits at the LLC tag arrays to track
cache line reuse information. Each LLC directory entry requires 2 bits for the replica reuse counter
(assuming an optimal replication threshold, RT of 3). Tracking one core requires 2 bits for the home
reuse counter, and 1 bit to store the replication mode. Hence the Complete classifier, requires 192
(= 64 × 3) bits of storage per LLC directory entry.
All the following calculations are for one core but they are applicable for the entire processor
since all the cores are identical. The sizes of the per-core L1 and LLC caches used in the system
are shown in Table 4.6.1. The storage overhead of the replica reuse bit is 2×256
64×8 = 1KB. For the
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complete classifier, it is 192×256
64×8 = 96KB, resulting in a total overhead of 97KB. The Complete
classifier uses 28.25% more storage than the S-NUCA baseline’s cache related per core storage.
Limitedk Classifier: The Limited3 classifier tracks the locality information for three cores. Tracking
one core requires 2 bits for the home reuse counter, 1 bit to store the replication mode, and 6 bits to
store the core ID (for a 64-core processor). Hence, the Limited3 classifier requires an additional 27
(= 3 × 9) bits of storage per LLC directory entry. The storage overhead of the Limited3 classifier
is 27×256
64×8 = 13.5KB. To track the replica reuse, 2 bits are added to the tag of each cache line,
resulting in 2×256
64×8 = 1KB overhead for a 256KB LLC slice. The overall storage overhead of the
Limited3 classifier is 14.5KB. The Limited3 classifier uses 4.22% more storage than the S-NUCA
baseline’s cache related per core storage.
Limitedk−m Classifier: The locality table requires 27 bits of storage per tracked LLC cache line and
2 bits per LLC cache line, similar to Limited3 classifier. The reduction comes from tracking limited
number of cache lines. Each tracked cache line now needs a tag, a valid bit, and LRU bits along with
the Limited3 classifier bits. The total overhead for each tracked cache line is 40 + 1 + 3 + 27 = 71
bits. For 512 tracked cache lines, Limited3−512 overhead is 1KB + 71×5121024×8 = 5.44KB per core.
This is an increase of 1.58% in storage compared to the S-NUCA baseline’s cache related per core
storage. This also translates to a reduction of ∼2.5× and ∼17.5× over Limited3 classifier and the
Complete classifier respectively.
LLC Tag, Directory, & Classifier Accesses
Updating the replica reuse counter in the local LLC slice requires a read-modify-write operation
on each replica hit. However, since the replica reuse counter (being 2 bits) is stored in the LLC
tag array that needs to be written on each LLC lookup to update the LRU counters, the proposed
protocol does not add any additional tag accesses.
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At the home location, the lookup/update of the locality information is performed concurrently
with the lookup/update of the sharer list for a cache line. However, the lookup/update of the directory
is now more expensive since it includes both sharer list and the locality information in case of the
Limited3 classifier. For Limited3−512 classifier, each LLC access is now more expensive in energy
because of the additional parallel lookup required for the locality table. This additional expense is
accounted for in the evaluation. However, the locality table lookup does not incur any additional
latency as it is performed in parallel with LLC tag lookup.
Network Traffic
The locality-aware protocol communicates the replica reuse counter to the LLC home along with the
acknowledgment for an invalidation or an eviction. This is accomplished without creating additional
network flits. For a 48-bit physical address and 64-bit flit size, an invalidation message requires 42
bits for the physical cache line address, 12 bits for the sender and receiver core IDs and 2 bits for
the replica reuse counter. The remaining 8 bits suffice for storing the message type.
3.4 Evaluation Methodology
The evaluation is conducted for a 64-core shared memory multicore. The default architectural
parameters used for evaluation are shown in Table 4.6.1. Single-issue, in-order compute cores are
modeled because the power consumption of complex out-of-order cores can be prohibitively high at
large core count. Furthermore, the high concurrency in present and future applications makes the
case for using many simple cores, as compared to a lower number of complex out-of-order cores.
However, results for an out-of-order based multicore are also presented to demonstrate applicability
of the proposed architecture in such configuration.
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Architectural Parameter Value
Number of Cores 64 @ 1 GHz
Compute Pipeline per Core In-Order, Single-Issue
Physical Address Length 48 bits
Memory Subsystem
L1-I Cache per core 32 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L1-D Cache per core 32 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L2 Cache per core 256 KB, 8-way Assoc.
2 cycle tag, 6 cycle data
Inclusive
Cache Line Size 64 bytes
Directory Protocol Invalidation-based MESI
ACKwise4 [47]
Num. of Memory Controllers 8
DRAM Bandwidth 5 GBps per Controller
DRAM Latency 75 ns
Electrical 2-D Mesh with XY Routing
Hop Latency 2 cycles (1-router, 1-link)
Contention Model Only link contention
(Infinite input buffers)
Flit Width 64 bits
Table 3.4.1: Architectural parameters for evaluation.
3.4.1 Performance Models
All experiments are performed using the core, cache hierarchy, coherence protocol, memory
system and on-chip interconnection network models implemented within the Graphite multicore
simulator [49]. All mechanisms and protocol overheads discussed in Sections 3.3 are modeled. The
electrical mesh interconnection network uses XY routing. Since modern network-on-chip routers
are pipelined [86], and 2- or even 1-cycle per hop router latencies [87] have been demonstrated, a
2-cycle per hop delay is modeled; the appropriate pipeline latencies associated with loading and
unloading a packet onto the network are also accounted for. In addition to the fixed per-hop latency,
network contention delays are also modeled.
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3.4.2 Energy Models
For energy evaluations of on-chip electrical network routers and links, the DSENT tool [50] is
used. Energy estimates for the L1-I, L1-D, L2 (with integrated directory) caches, and DRAM are
obtained using McPAT [51]. McPAT uses CACTI [88] internally to model storage elements. The
energy evaluation is performed at the 11nm technology node to account for future technology trends.
The models are derived for a tri-gate 11nm electrical technology node using the virtual-source
transport models of [52] and the parasitic capacitance model of [53]. These models are used to
obtain electrical technology parameters (Table 3.4.2) used by both McPAT and DSENT. As clock
frequencies are relatively slow, high threshold transistors are assumed for lower leakage.
Parameter Value
Process Supply Voltage (VDD) 0.6 V
Gate Length 14 nm
Contacted Gate Pitch 44 nm
Gate Cap / Width 2.420 fF/µm
Drain Cap / Width 1.150 fF/µm
Effective On Current / Width (N/P) 739/668 µA/µm
Off Current / Width 1 nA/µm
Table 3.4.2: Projected Transistor Parameters for 11nm Tri-Gate
The overall tool flow for energy modeling is as follows. Graphite simulates a benchmark for
the chosen system configuration, producing event counters and performance results. The specified
cache and network configurations are also fed into McPAT and DSENT to obtain dynamic per-event
energy for each component. Event counters and completion time output from Graphite are then




RADIX 4M Integers, radix 1024
FFT 4M complex data points
LU CONTIGUOUS 1024 × 1024 matrix
LU NON CONTIGUOUS 1024 × 1024 matrix
CHOLESKY tk29.O
BARNES 64K particles
OCEAN CONTIGUOUS 1026 × 1026 ocean






SWAPTIONS 64 swaptions, 40,000 sims
FLUIDANIMATE 5 frames, 300,000 particles
STREAMCLUSTER 8192 points per block, 1 block
DEDUP 31 MB data
FERRET 256 queries, 34,973 images
BODYTRACK 4 frames, 4000 particles
FACESIM 1 frame, 372,126 tetrahedrons
OLTP Database Management System [89]
YCSB 1 GB database
TPCC 1 GB database
Others: Parallel MI Bench [57], UHPC Graph benchmark [58], CRONO [90]
PATRICIA 10000 IP address queries
ALL-PAIRS-SHORTEST-PATH Graph with 218 nodes, 16 edges
BETW CENT Graph with 218 nodes, 16 edges
CONNECTED-COMPONENTS Graph with 218 nodes
Table 3.4.3: Problem sizes for the parallel benchmarks.
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3.4.3 Benchmarks and Evaluation Metrics
Each multithreaded benchmark is run to completion using the input sets from Table 3.4.3. For
performance, the completion time is measured, i.e., the time in the parallel region of the benchmark.
This includes the compute latency, the memory access latency, and the synchronization latency. The
memory access latency is further broken down into:
1. L1 to LLC replica latency is the time spent by the L1 cache miss request to the LLC replica
location and the corresponding reply from the LLC replica including time spent accessing the
LLC.
2. L1 to LLC home latency is the time spent by the L1 cache miss request to the LLC home
location and the corresponding reply from the LLC home including time spent in the network
and first access to the LLC.
3. LLC home waiting time is the queueing delay at the LLC home incurred because requests
to the same cache line must be serialized to ensure memory consistency.
4. LLC home to sharers latency is the round-trip time needed to invalidate sharers and receive
their acknowledgments. This also includes time spent requesting and receiving synchronous
write-backs.
5. LLC home to off-chip memory latency is the time spent accessing memory including the
time spent communicating with the memory controller and the queueing delay incurred due
to finite off-chip bandwidth.
The cache miss types are tracked to evaluate the proposed protocol. They are as follows:
1. LLC replica hits are L1 cache misses that hit at the LLC replica location.
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2. LLC home hits are L1 cache misses that hit at the LLC home location when routed directly
to it or LLC replica misses that hit at the LLC home location.
3. Off-chip misses are L1 cache misses that are sent to DRAM because the cache line is not
present on-chip.
3.4.4 Simulated Schemes
The following LLC management schemes are implemented and evaluated.
1. S-NUCA address interleaves all cache lines among all LLC slices.
2. R-NUCA places private data at the requester’s LLC slice, replicates instructions in one LLC
slice per cluster of 4 cores using rotational interleaving, and address interleaves shared data in
among all LLC slices.
3. VR starts with S-NUCA and uses the requester’s local LLC slice as a victim cache for data
that is evicted from the L1 cache. The evicted victims are placed in the local LLC slice only
if a line is found that is either invalid, has no sharers, or is a replica itself in the L1 cache.
4. ASR also replicates cache lines in the requester’s local LLC slice on an L1 eviction. However,
it only allows LLC replication for cache lines that are classified as shared read-only. ASR
pays attention to the LLC pressure by basing its replication decision on per-core hardware
monitoring circuits that quantify the replication effectiveness based on the benefit (lower
LLC hit latency) and cost (higher LLC miss latency) of replication. The hardware monitoring
circuits or the dynamic adaptation of replication levels are not modeled. Instead, ASR is
run at five different replication levels (0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1) and the setting with the lowest
energy-delay product is chosen for each benchmark.
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5. RT3 3 512 starts with S-NUCA and replicates a cache line in the local LLC slice if the reuse
of that cache line is above the replication threshold (RT). Section 3.5.3 evaluates a sweep
study for a range of RT values and chooses ‘3’ for the evaluation. Furthermore, the locality
tracking is done using the Limited3−512 classifier. This setting is justified in the evaluation
Section 3.5.2.
6. RT3 3 512 R is similar to RT3 3 512, however it is built on top of the R-NUCA data
placement policy.
3.5 Results
3.5.1 Comparison of LLC Replication Schemes
Completion Time & Energy Tradeoffs
Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 plot the energy and completion time breakdown for the LLC replication
schemes evaluated. The energy and completion time trends can be understood based on the
following factors: (1) the type of data accessed at the LLC (instruction, private data, shared read-
only data and shared read-write data), (2) reuse run-length at the LLC, and (3) working set size
of the benchmark. Figure 3.5.3, which plots how L1 cache misses are handled at the LLC, is also
instrumental in understanding these trends. The RT3 3 512 bar correspond to the locality-aware
scheme with replication threshold of 3 and Limited3−512 locality classifier with S-NUCA data
placement. RT3 3 512 R is similar to RT3 3 512 with R-NUCA’s data placement.
As a general trend VR shows some benefits in completion time over S-NUCA. However, it
exhibits higher LLC energy than the other schemes for two reasons. (1) Its process of creating
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Figure 3.5.3: L1 Cache Miss Type breakdown for the LLC replication schemes evaluated.
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and LLC home lines. (2) The exclusive relationship between the L1 cache and the local LLC slice
in VR causes a line to be always written back on an eviction even if the line is clean. Hence, in the
common case where replication is useful, each hit at the LLC location effectively incurs both a read
and a write at the LLC. And a write expends 1.2× more energy than a read. The first factor leads to
higher network energy and completion time as well.
Benchmarks with working set that is smaller than the LLC capacity (e.g. BARNES) tend to
benefit from replication. It can be observed from figure 3.1.1 that BARNES benchmark shows a
high number of accesses to shared read-write data at the LLC. S-NUCA and ASR do not replicate
shared read-write data, hence they do not observe any benefits for BARNES. On the other hand,
RT3 3 512 and VR replicate shared read-write data and deliver ∼20% improvement in completion
time and dynamic energy over S-NUCA. This improvement in performance is due to the fact that
more LLC accesses hit in the local LLC slice and a round-trip on the network is avoided. The LLC
energy is higher in VR because of the reasons discussed previously. However, the network energy is
substantially lower than S-NUCA and ASR, due to replication of shared read-write data. Similar
trends in VR performance and energy exist in the WATER-NSQUARED, PATRICIA, BODYTRACK,
FACESIM, RAYTRACE, SWAPTIONS and BLACKSCHOLES benchmarks.
BLACKSCHOLES and DEDUP benchmarks exhibit a large number of LLC accesses to thread-
private data with high reuse (cf. figure 3.1.1). ASR only replicates shared read-only cache lines
and identifies these lines by using a per cache line sticky Shared bit. Hence, ASR follows the same
trends as S-NUCA. Although VR places all data based on static address interleaving, its replication
strategy proves effective, and significant completion time benefits are observed. RT3 3 512 also
improves on S-NUCA by replicating private cache lines in the local LLC slice of the requesting
core. The LLC energy increases for VR, but it is offset by substantial reductions in the network
energy consumption. Dynamic energy consumption closely follows the trend seen in completion
time. Same arguments hold for OCEAN NON CONTIGUOUS and FERRET but the network energy
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benefits for VR are not enough to offset the increase in LLC energy.
RADIX, FFT, LU CONTIGUOUS, and CHOLESKY have significant number of accesses to thread-
private data (cf. figure 3.1.1). ASR, being built on top of S-NUCA, shows the same trends as
S-NUCA. VR’s replication is not as effective in these benchmarks and only slightly improves over
S-NUCA. Same argument is valid for RT3 3 512 replication as well. These benchmarks benefit
more from data placement than from data replication. Similar trends are observed in dynamic
energy consumption results. FLUIDANIMATE and CONNECTED-COMPONENTS have working sets
that do not fit in the LLC. Therefore, no significant improvement is seen with VR or RT3 3 512.
LU NON CONTIGUOUS shows significant number of accesses to migratory shared data. Such
data exhibits exclusive use (both read and write accesses) by a unique core over a period of time
before being handed to its next requester. Since ASR does not replicate shared read-write data, it
cannot show benefit for benchmarks with migratory shared data. VR replicates such data almost
blindly, and show > 30% improvement in completion time and energy consumption. Similarly,
RT3 3 512 replicates data and shows strong gains.
S-NUCA enables efficient utilization of on-chip cache capacity. VR’s replication displaces home
cache lines with no sharers. This result in higher off-chip miss rate component (cf. figure 3.5.3), as
the evicted cache lines need to be brought back on-chip on subsequent accesses. This higher off-chip
miss rate along with higher LLC energy negates the energy benefits gained through reduction in
network energy. RT3 3 512 intelligently replicates and adapts to the cache pressure and results in
off-chip miss rate degradation of only 0.4%.
Data Placement Sensitivity
Figures 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 plot the energy and completion time breakdown for the R-NUCA, and the
locality-aware scheme on top of R-NUCA, i.e., RT3 3 512 R. Here, benchmarks that show signifi-
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cant diversion from the S-NUCA trends are discussed. For example, DEDUP almost exclusively
accesses private data (cf. figure 3.1.1), and hence performs optimally with R-NUCA. Cache line
replication of RT3 3 512 R only slightly improves over R-NUCA, as there is not much opportunity
to improve. Even then an energy improvement of > 5% is achieved. The combined effects of
R-NUCA data placement and intelligent data replication in RT3 3 512 R improve the completion
time and energy by 13% and 26% over baseline S-NUCA system.
RADIX, FFT, LU CONTIGUOUS, CHOLESKY, and OCEAN CONTIGUOUS have significant number
of accesses to thread-private data (cf. figure 3.1.1). Therefore, R-NUCA shows benefit over S-
NUCA, as it places private data in the local LLC slice. Similar benefits can be seen for RT3 3 512 R.
CONNECTED-COMPONENTS has a working set that does not fit in the LLC. Therefore, both R-
NUCA and RT3 3 512 R fail to improve completion time significantly. However, R-NUCA’s local
placement of private data helps decrease its energy consumption compared to the configurations
based on S-NUCA data placement.
BLACKSCHOLES exhibits a large number of LLC accesses to private data, and a small number
of LLC accesses to shared read-only data (cf. figure 3.1.1). Since R-NUCA places private data in
its local LLC slice, one expects it to show some performance and energy benefits over S-NUCA.
However, this is not the case since the data classification mechanism of R-NUCA falsely classify
private pages as shared (see figure 3.2.1). On the other hand, RT3 3 512 R improve over R-NUCA
by replicating the falsely classified private cache lines in the local LLC slice of the requesting core.
RT3 3 512 R shows a reduction of 5% in completion time and > 30% in energy over R-NUCA.
The migratory data in LU NON CONTIGUOUS is classified as shared data by R-NUCA, hence,
it is placed in an LLC slice based on static address interleaving. This is why it performs on-par
with S-NUCA. RT3 3 512 R replicates such data and shows significant gains in both completion
time (20%) and energy (26%). TPCC also shows improvement under R-NUCA’s data placement.
The benefits are further enhanced under RT3 3 512 R, as it replicates useful cache lines. An
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improvement of ∼10% is observed in completion time and energy compared to the S-NUCA
baseline. This demonstrates the applicability of the proposed locality aware data replication scheme
to server workloads. Similar trends are observed in YCSB.
R-NUCA improves completion time by 5% and energy by 6% over S-NUCA on average. In the
presence of data replication, the benefits of R-NUCA data placement are diminished on average.
However, some workloads demonstrate greater benefits and make a case for better data placement of
data along with intelligent data replication. It should be noted that R-NUCA comes with additional
overheads (discussed in Sec 3.2.2) and hence there is a tradeoff between design complexity and
derived benefits. RT3 3 512 R improve by ∼2.5% in completion time and ∼4% in energy over
RT3 3 512.
Summary
R-NUCA performs better than S-NUCA and VR in workloads with mostly private data by placing
such data in the local LLC slice. On the other hand, VR performs better than S-NUCA and R-NUCA
in workloads with mostly shared data by replicating such data in the local LLC slice. However, it
lags behind in energy as it spends more operations on each replica hit. Another reason is that it
generally increases the off-chip miss rate, which hurts both performance and energy. ASR only
replicates shared read-only data and hence cannot take advantage of opportunities available in
replicating other types of data. Overall, ASR performs worse than VR in completion time but
improves on energy consumption. Finally, RT3 3 512 intelligently replicates all types of data and
instructions, availing all opportunities to exploit data locality. RT3 3 512 R shows further gains by
taking advantage of the dynamic data placement policy of R-NUCA.
VR needs 1 bit per tag in the LLC to identify a cache line as replica, resulting in a storage


















































Figure 3.5.4: Energy and completion time results for the Limitedk classifier as a function of number of
tracked sharers (k). The results are normalized to that of the Complete (= Limited64) classifier.
storage overhead of more than 18KB per core. In comparison RT3 3 512 pays a modest overhead of
5.44KB per core to enable the hardware-only predictive LLC replication mechanism. The proposed
locality-aware data replication protocol reduces overall energy by 14.7%, 10.7%, 10.5%, and 16.7%
and the completion time by 2.5%, 6.5%, 4.5%, and 9.5% when compared to the previously proposed
VR, ASR, R-NUCA, and S-NUCA LLC management schemes.
3.5.2 Tuning Limitedk−m Locality Classifier
Figure 3.5.4 plots the energy and completion time of the benchmarks with the Limitedk classifier
when k is varied as {1, 3, 5, 7, 64}. The configuration with k = 64 corresponds to the Complete
classifier. The results are normalized to that of the Complete classifier. The benchmarks that are not
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Figure 3.5.5: Energy (left) and completion time (right) results normalized to RT3 3. The ‘m’ parameter is
varied from 128 to 1024. The associativity of the locality table is varied from 1-16.
experiments are run with the best RT value of 3. The completion time and energy of the Limited3
classifier never exceeds by more than 2% the completion time and energy consumption of the
Complete classifier except for STREAMCLUSTER.
With STREAMCLUSTER, the Limited3 classifier starts off new sharers incorrectly in non-replica
mode because of the limited number of cores available for taking the majority vote. This results
in increased communication between the L1 cache and LLC home location, leading to higher
completion time and network energy. The Limited5 classifier, however, performs as well as the
complete classifier, but incurs an additional 9KB storage overhead per core when compared to
the Limited3 classifier. From the previous section, it can be observed that the Limited3 classifier
performs better than all the other baselines for STREAMCLUSTER. Hence, to trade-off the storage
overhead of the classifier with the energy and completion time improvements, k = 3 is chosen
as the default for the limited classifier. The Limited1 classifier is more unstable than the other
classifiers. While it performs better than the Complete classifier for LU NON CONTIGUOUS, it
performs worse for the BARNES and STREAMCLUSTER benchmarks. The better energy consumption
in LU NON CONTIGUOUS is due to the fact that the Limited1 classifier starts off new sharers in
replica mode as soon as the first sharer acquires replica status. On the other hand, the Complete


















Figure 3.5.6: Geometric mean of completion time and energy results for Limited3−512 locality classifier at
RT values of 1–8, normalized to the S-NUCA baseline.
Figure 3.5.5 plots the energy and completion time of the benchmarks with the Limited3−m
locality classifier. The number of tracked cache lines parameter, ‘m’, is varied as {128, 256, 512,
1024}, while the associativity is kept at 8. The associativity of the locality table is varied as {1,
2, 4, 8, 16}, while the number of tracked cache lines is kept at 512. The configuration with 4096
tracked cache lines and associativity of 8 corresponds to the Limited3 locality classifier. The results
are normalized to that of the Limited3 locality classifier (RT3 3). Increasing the number of tracked
cache lines results in better accuracy albeit higher overhead. Going from 256 tracked cache lines to
512, significant improvement in both completion time and energy is seen, justifying the additional
overhead. However, going from 512 to 1024 an improvement of < 1% in energy-delay product is
observed, while paying double the storage overhead for it. Therefore, m = 512 is chosen as the
default for the Limited3−m locality classifier. Varying the associativity of the locality table had little
impact on the energy and completion time as long as the value is 4 or higher. The best energy-delay

































































Figure 3.5.7: Completion time and energy results of varying cache sizes normalized to its respective
S-NUCA baseline.
3.5.3 Sensitivity – Replication Threshold
Figure 3.5.6 plots the geomean of the energy and completion time of the benchmarks with the
Limited3−512 classifier when the RT value is varied as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The results are
normalized to the S-NUCA baseline. RT value of 1 shows the worst performance and energy, as it
is too aggressive in replicating data. It basically makes a replica in the local LLC slice on the first
access at the LLC home. Increasing RT value results in better performance and energy consumption,
as only useful cache lines are being replicated. The performance delta is < 1% going from RT
value of 2 to RT value of 8. The best completion time is observed at at RT value of 3. The spread
in energy consumption is ∼3% between RT values of 2 and 8. The lowest energy consumption is
observed at RT value of 3. The best energy-delay product is seen at the RT value of 3, therefore, it
is chosen as the default for the Limited3−512 locality classifier.
3.5.4 Sensitivity – LLC Cache Size
The advantage of RT3 3 512 increases as the LLC capacity is increased. This is because more space
is available for replicas to be created. This trend holds going from 64KB to 128KB to 256KB per
core cache size (cf. figure 3.5.7). However, the increase from 256KB to 512KB per core cache
size does not result in any significant improvement. This is because the active working set of most
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workloads fit in 256KB LLC slice per core. Furthermore, the useful replicas created also saturate
at this particular cache size. The additional capacity available at 512KB LLC slice is not utilized
effectively and results in no appreciable improvement.
As the cache size increases, each cache event becomes more costly in terms of energy. This is
evident from figure 3.5.7 (right), where the “L2 Cache” energy component increases with increase
in cache size. However, this increase in L2 energy is offset by reduction in network and off-chip
energy, as more and more replicas are created. As discussed previously, at 512KB cache slice the
capacity is not utilize effectively and it does not result in more useful replicas. This can be verified
from the energy numbers as well where the network energy remains the same as 256KB LLC slice.
At the same time, the increase in size pushes the L2 energy consumption higher. The reduction in
off-chip energy is not enough to offset the increase in L2 energy and thus results in higher overall
energy.
3.5.5 Sensitivity – Out-of-Order Core Type
Figure 3.5.8 shows the energy and completion time results for a subset of benchmarks in an out-of-
order core based multicore processor, using the RT3 3 512 classifier. The results are normalized to
the S-NUCA baseline. The out-of-order processor spends significantly lower time in compute and
memory stalls due to its dynamic scheduling. The out-of-order core also executes instructions specu-
latively, allowing long latency operations (such as private cache misses) to be hidden without stalling
the pipeline. This results in a relatively lower benefit in completion time compared to the in-order
core type. This trend can be observed in FFT, BARNES, STREAMCLUSTER, and BLACKSCHOLES.
However, some benchmarks still find plenty of opportunities to show similar or higher benefits, such
as LU NON CONTIGUOUS, PATRICIA, FACESIM, and CONNECTED-COMPONENTS. On the other
hand, significant gains in energy are observed in most benchmarks, such as LU NON CONTIGUOUS,
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Figure 3.5.8: Energy and completion time for RT3 3 512 in an out-of-order core setup. Results are
normalized to the S-NUCA baseline. Note that Geometric-Mean plotted here is across all the benchmarks.
3.6 Conclusion
An intelligent locality-aware data replication scheme is proposed for the last-level cache of large-
scale multicore processors. The cache line level reuse is profiled at runtime using a low-overhead
yet highly accurate in-hardware classifier. On a set of parallel benchmarks, the locality-aware
protocol reduces overall energy by 14.7%, 10.7%, 10.5%, and 16.7% and the completion time
by 2.5%, 6.5%, 4.5%, and 9.5% when compared to the previously proposed Victim Replication,
Adaptive Selective Replication, Reactive-NUCA and Static-NUCA LLC management schemes.
The coherence complexity of the proposed protocol is almost identical to that of a traditional
non-hierarchical (flat) coherence protocol. This is due to the fact that cache lines replicas are only
allowed to be created at the LLC slice of the requesting core. The classifier is implemented with
only 1.58% (5.44KB) storage overhead on top of the S-NUCA baseline’s cache related per-core
storage.
Chapter 4
Scaling Shared Memory Many-core
Architectures Using Explicit
Communication
Shared Memory stands out as a sine qua non for parallel programming of many commercial
and emerging multicore processors. For efficiency, shared memory is often implemented with
hardware support for synchronization and cache coherence among the cores. It optimizes patterns
of communication that benefit common programming styles. As parallel programming is now
mainstream, those common programming styles are challenged with emerging applications that
communicate often and involve large amount of unstructured data. Such applications include graph
analytics and machine learning, and this work focuses on these domains. Message passing has been
mostly used as a parallel programming model for supercomputers and large clusters. However, this
paradigm offers opportunities to explicitly and efficiently manage communication patterns. I propose
to retain the shared memory model, however, introduce a set of lightweight in-hardware explicit
message passing style instructions in the instruction set architecture (ISA). The explicit messaging
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protocol is used to move computation to where data is located, hence eliminating unnecessary
movement of data. This in turn is used as an “accelerator for communication” that efficiently
supports synchronization primitives and minimize the overheads of multi-party communication in
shared memory protocols [91, 92].
4.1 Introduction
Power dissipation and hardware complexity has halted the drive to higher core frequencies and
ever-increasing size of brawny cores. However, transistor density has continued to grow, and
CPUs with many low-power cores have become the means to obtaining higher performance.
Leveraging parallelism using multicores in datacenters [89] and other exascale environments is
already underway, and future massive computational models are expected to have multicores with
thousands of cores on-chip [1]. This rise in computational and memory concurrency has greatly
facilitated usage of data for real world problems, such as predicting weather patterns and synapse
deductions from brain graphs. Such data comes from abstract level paradigms, such as road
networks [93], social networks [94], computational biology [95], and neuroscience [96]. Together
they are processed using emerging data and graph analytic algorithms.
Shared-memory paradigm provides a uniform view of the system to the programmer and pushes
the complexity of handling data movement and communication to the hardware. The main focus
is on providing ease of programming and reducing programmer overhead. Shared-memory is
supported in hardware through cache coherence and consistency protocols. This hardware support
is effective in exploiting spatio-temporal locality when accessing primarily private and shared
read-only data. On the flip side, accesses to shared data with frequent writes results in wasteful
invalidations, synchronous write-backs, and cache line ping-pong leading to low spatio-temporal
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locality. Traditionally, accesses to shared data is coordinated using primitives involving communica-
tion via coherent caches and coordination via special instructions, such as traditional RISC-based
load-with-reservation and conditional store [97]. The downside of this style of communication
between two cores is that it can potentially take hundreds of instructions and memory operations to
complete. This limits the performance scaling of multi-threaded workloads with contended shared
data being managed by shared-memory synchronization primitives. Furthermore, in traditional
shared memory systems the data is moved around the chip to perform different operations on it. This
can lead to unnecessary and in some cases excessive movement of data leading to higher energy
consumption and access latency.
Harnessing parallelism in data and graph analytic algorithms remains a challenging task [98].
Current state-of-the-art algorithms do not scale well on parallel machines, even though parallelism
and performance is very much needed in these domains. Bottlenecks such as memory coherence,
inter-core communication, and fine-grain data dependencies all limit scalability. Of all these
bottlenecks, synchronization is the primary culprit that steals performance gains at high thread
counts [99]. Synchronization is a consequence of deploying concurrent threads or processes to
perform computations on shared data. This leads to mutual exclusion requirements that handle race
conditions occurring on shared data structures, which leads to parallel programming primitives
such as locks and barriers [100]. In most parallel algorithms related to data/graph analytics,
synchronization is unavoidable since there is always shared data between threads/processes that
needs to fulfill memory consistency requirements [101]. The main challenge therefore boils down
to dealing efficiently with shared data structures and communication.
To overcome the shortcomings of inefficient communication in shared memory, explicit message
passing protocols (e.g., MPI [102]) have been frequently used in high-performance computing.
Software based explicit messaging approaches have limited applicability because of high overheads
associated with setup and orchestration of send and receive messages among cores. Hardware
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based explicit messages have been explored in the past by MIT Alewife machine [103] and Active
Messages [104] in the context of multiprocessors. Similar explicit communication paradigms can
be leveraged in single-chip multicores to mitigate inefficient communication bottlenecks [92]. This
is achieved by eliminating instruction retries and associated memory accesses for lock acquisitions,
and excessive cache line movement of shared data.
In this work, a low-overhead, practical, and deadlock-free hybrid architecture is presented that
overlays an explicit communication layer on top of a shared memory architecture. The goal is to
retain shared memory for backward compatibility and introduce a set of lightweight in-hardware
explicit messaging instructions to the instruction set architecture (ISA) to mitigate the inefficient
communication bottleneck in shared memory architectures. The explicit messaging layer enables
programmable communication models, overlapping of communication with computation, efficient
management of data locality, and moving computation to data to reduce excessive data movement.
This significantly mitigates the bottlenecks caused by shared memory synchronization, resulting
in improved scalability in emerging graph and data analytics workloads. The need to keep shared
memory paradigm for reasons other than backward compatibility is also demonstrated.
The contributions made by this work includes:
1. Emerging graph and machine learning workloads are characterized and implemented with
explicit messaging to demonstrate the increased scalability achievable using the flexible
communication models.
2. The importance of shared memory, beyond backward compatibility, is demonstrated by
showing that complex access patterns are either difficult or inefficient to manage using only
explicit messaging.
3. The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid architecture is demonstrated by showing scaling
trends far superior to traditional shared memory systems. Workloads with contended locks




The baseline system is a tiled multicore with an electrical 2-D mesh interconnection network. Each
core consists of a RISC compute pipeline, private L1 instruction and data caches, a physically
distributed shared LLC cache with integrated directory, and a network router. Cache coherence is
maintained using a MESI protocol. The coherence directory is integrated with the LLC slices by
extending the tag arrays (in-cache directory organization [105, 60]) and tracks the sharing status of
the cache lines in the per-core private L1 caches. The private L1 caches are kept coherent using
the ACKwise limited directory-based coherence protocol [47]. Some cores have a connection to a
memory controller as well. The memory controllers are placed in a way that minimizes the average
distance from the tiles. The electrical mesh network-on-chip (NOC) uses dimension-order X-Y
routing and wormhole flow control.
4.2.2 Related Work
The idea of hardware-level explicit messages for efficient communication has been explored in the
context of multiprocessors [103, 104]. Maintaining cache coherence between chips is generally
more complex and expensive. The proposed architecture has similarities in the sense that it attempts
to mitigate the inefficient communication bottleneck. However, it differs from these works by
exploring the idea of explicit communication in the context of single-chip multicores where the
tradeoffs are different. Moreover, the challenge applications are the emerging graph analytic and
machine learning. Hence the potential impact of the the proposed architecture is immediate.
The architecture closest to the proposed architecture is that developed and commercialized by
















Figure 4.2.1: Tile view of the proposed many-core processor. The shaded blocks are the new components
added to the baseline architecture to enable explicit messaging.
on a separate network. This work is different than Tilera chips in some implementation details.
For example, using a single per thread capacity counter for flow control, consistency, and context
switching is unique to the proposed architecture. Also, the messaging network in Tilera chips
(UDN) can be used by only 1 thread on any core. So, if there are multiple threads running on a core,
only 1 can perform explicit messaging, limiting functionality.
Tesseract [107] recently showed the benefits of message passing style architecture in processing-
in-memory context. They utilize 3D stacked memory and a large number of simple cores located
near the memory. Their proposed architecture lacks shared memory support and hence is not
backward compatible. In contrast, the proposed architecture leverages similar message passing style
communication while retaining shared memory. It is demonstrated that shared memory is needed
for efficiency in many of the challenge workloads.
ADM [108] explores point-to-point asynchronous messaging for task scheduling. ADM imple-
ments the messaging on top of shared memory, however, it does not utilize it for general purpose
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computation. Active Messages (AM) [109] recently showed the applicability of hardware message
passing on top of a shared memory architecture. They demonstrate benefits achievable by such a
communication model. However, they stop short of fully exploring the practical implementation
aspects of the architecture for real workloads. Furthermore, they require a separate context for pro-
cessing explicit messaging. A lot of similarities can be found between AM and this work. However,
this work contributes towards presenting a low overhead and practical architecture. The different
deadlock freedom aspects are explored and the overheads quantified. The proposed architecture is
also evaluated for emerging graph analytic and machine learning parallel workloads.
4.3 Architecture & Protocol
4.3.1 ISA Extensions
The proposed architecture utilizes a simple RISC style ISA with extension for explicit messaging
instructions. There are four basic instruction types being added to support explicit communication.
Lets look at what these four instructions are, how they are structured, and implemented.
send: The send is a non-blocking explicit communication instruction. The send instruction requires
a destination address along with the data to be sent. The data for the send instruction is setup in the
register file explicitly using load/store instructions. A message is composed by reading the register
file, and inserting it into the send queue for transmission on the network. The destination tile id
is obtained by looking up a table that stores valid address-to-tile mapping. Its a fire-and-forget
message from the compute pipeline’s point-of-view, i.e., it puts the message into the send queue and
retires the instruction in the sender core. It should be noted that a non-blocking send can block due
to actions of the underlying NOC or messaging flow-control protocol, or the send queue being full.
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recv: The recv is a blocking instruction. When a new message is received, it is buffered in a queue
until handled via a receive instruction. A core’s pipeline is stalled if it gets to a recv instruction but
hasn’t received the message yet. The receive instruction loads the message contents into already
setup registers. As soon as the message is consumed at the receiver side (i.e., removed from the
receive queue), an ACK message is generated and sent back to the original sender.
sendr: The sendr is a blocking explicit communication instruction. A return value is required from
the receiving core and can be thought of as a form of remote procedure call. sendr instruction works
similar to a send instruction with the exception that it blocks the compute pipeline until an explicit
reply is received from the destination thread.
resumer: The resumer is a non-blocking explicit communication instruction. It works similar to a
send instruction. It is used to respond to a sendr instruction from a sender. The destination address
is set by the preceding “recv” instruction. The data carried over can be some computed data or just
an acknowledgment, signaling the sending core that it can resume operation.
4.3.2 Protocol Operation
Figure 4.2.1 shows a logical view of a tile within the proposed many-core processor. The shaded
modules are introduced to support the explicit messaging protocol on top of shared memory. The
compute pipeline is also extended with logic to support the send and receive instructions. Send and
receive queues (SQ and RQ) are introduced to buffer send and receive messages. The NOC is also
extended to ensure network level deadlock freedom.
To enable point-to-point communication between cores, the sender needs to know the destination
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CoreID (or the target receive queue). This information is setup in software using a data structure
that maintains a set of addresses assigned to the receive queues. Consequently, the destination
CoreID is determined by performing a lookup in an operating system maintained thread-to-core
mapping table. Note that each send or sendr is preceded by these overhead instructions to setup a
message.
Lets make some assumptions about the architecture and then remove them systematically, as
the protocol is described. The first assumption is that there is enough capacity in the destination’s
receive queue. The second assumption is that the receiver does not impose any ordering requirement
on arriving packets from different cores; i.e., it does not care about the source of the packet, and has
the necessary capability to consume it regardless. The discussion is broken up into two parts; 1)
send-recv, and 2) sendr-recv-resumer.
Send-Recv Protocol
Consider two communicating threads, one sending an explicit message to the other. Assume the
source thread generates a send instruction. A send instruction is paired with a recv instruction at the
destination thread to consume the sent message. Each step in the life of this explicit message is now
discussed.
When a send instruction is executed, a message is constructed by reading source registers
setup by preceding software. The source registers contain the data to be sent to the destination
thread. Moreover, the destination CoreID is determined by performing a lookup to the thread-to-
core mapping table discussed earlier. The header of the explicit message contains the destination
CoreID. If the send queue is full, the pipeline stalls. Otherwise, the message is inserted into the
send queue and the compute pipeline commits the instruction. Since send is non-blocking, the
pipeline can go ahead and execute other instructions. Note that this protocol assumes a weak RISC
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consistency model. Memory consistency implications of send are further discussed in Section 4.5.
The decision to inject the message into the NOC is based on the value of a “capacity counter”.
If the value is > 0, the message is injected into the network and the capacity counter is decremented.
On the other hand, if the value is ‘0’, the message is blocked in the send queue. The need for
capacity counter and how it works is explained in Sec 4.3.3.
The NOC routes the message and delivers it to the destination tile’s router. If the destination
receive queue has available space, the message is inserted into the queue. Otherwise, the message
stalls in the NOC. Note that the NOC implements flow-control that can potentially stall a source
core from injecting more messages. Since a received message is always consumed at the receiving
core, the machine is always guaranteed to make forward progress.
Upon execution of the recv instruction at the destination core, the message is de-allocated from
the receive queue and consumed by the pipeline by copying the data into appropriate registers.
The recv is a blocking instruction, hence, it stalls the pipeline until it can pull the data from the
receive queue. On the other hand, if the pipeline hasn’t gotten to the recv instruction yet, the
message sits in the receive queue waiting to be consumed. As soon as the message is de-allocated
form the receive queue, an ACK is generated and injected into the network. This ACK message is
routed back to the source core, where it increments the capacity counter. The ACK message is not
necessary to ensure protocol level deadlock freedom. However, it enables an efficient mechanism to
track the completion of send instructions, as well as manage flow-control for messages between
communicating threads.
SendR-Recv-ResumeR Protocol
Now consider the two threads are communicating through a sendr instruction. A sendr instruction
blocks the pipeline and expects an explicit reply from the destination thread. It is paired with a
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recv instruction at the destination, which consequently generates a resumer instruction to send an
explicit reply back to the sendr thread. Each step in the life of this message that is different from
Sec 4.3.2 is now discussed.
At the sender side, the difference is that the pipeline stalls until it receives an explicit reply
from the destination thread. The decision to inject the message into the NOC is exactly the same
as described in the previous section. One may argue that there is no need to check the capacity
counter for sendr since there can only be one such outstanding message. However, a sendr can be
preceded by send instructions that can benefit from managed flow-control. At the receiving side,
a recv instruction consumes the message. Moreover, a resumer instruction is executed once the
receiving thread is ready to send an explicit reply. The resumer is a non-blocking instruction and
behaves like a send instruction. Therefore, the pipeline moves on after inserting the formed message
into the send queue. It is used to convey some results back to the sendr thread, or just signal it to
resume operation. It follows similar steps to that of a send instruction. However, it is implicitly
consumed by the the original sendr thread’s logic, and does not require an explicit recv. At this
point the sendr instruction completes and the pipeline is allowed to proceed.
4.3.3 Deadlock Freedom
The explicit messaging protocol can deadlock for the following reasons: (1) improper use of
explicit message instructions at the application level, (2) lack of resources to handle messages at
the receiver side, and (3) lack of resources in the NOC. In order to ensure functional correctness,
certain limitations are introduced to remove these potential deadlock situations.
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Application Level Deadlock Freedom
A shared memory system can easily be deadlocked if the synchronization primitives are not properly
used. Similarly, an easy way to deadlock the proposed architecture is by improper use of explicit
message instructions. Lets consider a scenario where thread a is expecting to receive a message
from thread b. Thread a’s pipeline is stalled on the recv instruction, while thread b does not send any
message at all. This is poor programming and will lead to an application level deadlock. Another
example is when two threads want to communicate with each other through blocking sends and both
execute sendr, recv, and then a resumer instruction, in that order. In this case, none of the threads
can make progress as the pipeline is stalled on both cores and they cannot get to the recv instruction.
A deadlock situation can occur if order of receiving messages is required for functionality. For
example, consider a thread c expects to receive message from thread a before the message from
thread b. However, this can not be ensured due to several reasons, including thread b getting to
its send instruction first and the congestion in the interconnect for different routes. If thread b’s
message gets to the destination first, it will result in a deadlock. At best, the destination thread can
go ahead and receive the message, however, it will result in incorrect functionality. This deadlock
scenario can be resolved by making sure that the architecture implements multiple independent
receive queues to buffer the messages. This will ensure that the message from thread b is pulled in
from the network and inserted into the appropriate receive queue, making it possible to receive the
message from thread a. To generalize this scenario, the number of independent receive queues must
be equal to the number of concurrent communicating threads if the order of receiving messages is
necessary for program functionality.
If the order of arrival of the explicit messages is not important for program functionality, then
this deadlock situation will not occur. In this case the receiving thread always makes progress
and receive messages from all communicating threads. Hence a single receive queue per core will
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suffice. This offers a tradeoff between programmability and flexibility since the programmer doesn’t
have to worry about managing multiple receive queues1. All the workloads evaluated in this work
do not impose any ordering requirement for message arrival. Therefore, the proposed architecture
implements a single receive queue per core.
Protocol Level Deadlock Freedom
Lets assume that a thread imposes order of arrival restriction and has enough receive queues to
communicate with two other threads. However, both the receive queues have space for holding only
one message at a time (the scenario can be generalized to more than one message trivially). Now
lets assume that thread a sends one message to thread c while thread b sends two back-to-back
messages to thread c. It can so happen that both the messages from thread b reach thread c before
that of thread a. In this case, the first message from thread b is pulled in and inserted into the
receive queue. However, the second message cannot be pulled in as the receive queue is full and the
compute pipeline is unable to consume the first message. This second message will end up blocking
the router at thread c and result in a protocol level deadlock.
The deadlock scenario discussed above can be resolved by always replying to the sender either
explicitly (through resumer) or implicitly (through ACK message). This reply message in turn
increments a “capacity counter” at the sender thread which is used to avoid overflowing the
buffering available at the receiver. There is one capacity counter per hardware thread. The value of
this counter is set though a special instruction in the sender’s thread at the beginning of program
execution. This counter keeps track of the in-flight messages from the sender’s point of view. Each
send decrements the counter by 1 and each ACK increments it by 1. A message can only be injected
into the network from the send queue if the value is greater than 0. If the value is 0, the send cannot
1 It should be noted that an application cannot impose ordering requirement on one receive queue while not on
another receive queue. Mixing of ordered and unordered requirements can result in a deadlock situation.
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proceed and is held in the send queue until an ACK increments the value to 1. For example, if a
sender’s capacity counter is set to 4 and it sends out 4 explicit messages, 1 each to a unique receiver.
At this point, the capacity counter for that sender is ’0’. So, it cannot inject any more messages into
the network until it gets an ACK back from 1 of the 4 receivers.
Note that unordered receive queue based architecture does not require explicit capacity counter
based flow control for deadlock freedom. However, it is implemented in the protocol for the
management of NOC traffic rate, as well as ensuring strict ordering when the sending core needs to
ensure all send messages have been observed at their destinations (see Section 4.5).
NOC Level Deadlock Freedom
Lets state certain assumptions about the interconnect that are required for the shared memory
baseline. Firstly, the NOC guarantee point-to-point ordered delivery of messages without deadlocks.
Secondly, the routing algorithm is deadlock-free or can always eventually recover from a deadlock.
A deadlock scenario can arise if the same physical network/virtual channel (referred to as
“channel” from here onward) is utilized for both request messages (i.e., send, sendr) and reply
messages (i.e., ACK, resumer). In this scenario, thread a and thread b are sending an explicit
message to each other. The ACK reply is also supposed to flow on the same channel. This will
result in a deadlock as both cores have a circular dependency on each other. The network deadlock
can be removed by providing an additional NOC channel for the request messages. However, the
reply messages are always ensured to complete as long as they do not share the channel for request
messages. Therefore, it is proposed to reuse the existing cache coherence reply NOC channel
for the reply messages. This is a valid assumption since it has been shown that cache coherence




An additional NOC physical or virtual channel is required for explicit communication requests (send
and sendr). Moreover, at each tile a 4-entry (1 entry = 4 words) send queue is implemented, which
equates to an overhead of 4× 4× 8B = 128B per tile. Each receive queue is sized at 128 entries,
resulting in an overhead of 128×4×8B = 4KB per tile. In addition to the memory structures, gates
are also added for extending the core pipeline and implementing the new logic blocks. However,
the number logic gates required are negligible and hence not counted as a significant overhead.
4.4 Execution Model
The proposed architecture enables flexibility by exposing the underlying communication hardware
to the programmer. One may choose to restrict programming using traditional shared memory
communication primitives. However, to benefit from the proposed concurrency controls, an ap-
plication needs to be designed in a way that it exploits the the explicit messaging capability. An
obvious beneficiary of explicit communication is highly contended shared data that causes serious
concurrency bottlenecks due to synchronization in shared memory. These inefficiencies are more
pronounced as single chip multicores scale to hight core count.
4.4.1 Communication Models
This section demonstrates that shared memory synchronization primitives (e.g., lock or barrier) can
be implemented in an efficient way using explicit messages. The key idea is to eschew the need
for cache line ping pong for contended synchronization, and utilize the ultra-efficient messaging
instructions to perform synchronization functionality. Moreover, explicit messaging enables a
paradigm for atomic operation of critical code section when the data/code for it can be pinned on
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a single core. The idea is to utilize explicit messages to communicate the intent and the inputs
from multiple threads to atomically operate on the critical section. When possible, this paradigm
eliminates the need for synchronization, as well as inefficient cache line ping pong for critical
section data.
Lets define a couple of terms before getting into the different models.
1. Worker thread: A thread that performs main application work.
2. Services thread: A thread that provides different services (support functions) to the worker
threads to help complete the application work.
The next few sections will explain how are the different type of threads utilized to perform applica-
tion work and how they accelerate synchronization primitives.
Shared Memory Synchronization Primitives
The shared memory synchronization primitives are implemented and optimized using RISC load-
link (ll) and store-conditional (sc) instructions. This enables ease in porting applications to the
proposed architecture as all shared memory primitives are directly supported. These synchroniza-
tion primitives are implemented with hardware support, as shown in fig. 4.4.1, and without any
involvement from the operating system (OS). This design decision was made because OS is not
simulated and can have dynamic effects that can not be captured in the simulator. Moreover, in an
accelerator-type setting, the cost of involving the OS in synchronization can be extremely costly.
Lets look at how a lock is implemented using ll and sc instructions. To acquire a lock, the core
issues an ll instruction. This instruction translates to an exclusive read in the memory system; i.e.
no other core can have the cache line in its private cache. After the load, the value of mutex variable
























Figure 4.4.1: Threads are divided into two types; 1) worker threads, and 2) services threads. Worker threads
perform the main application work. Services threads provide different services (support functions) to the
worker threads to help complete the application work. worker threads and services threads can be used to
implement flexible yet powerful models to accelerate synchronization primitives.
code loops back to the ll instruction to retry lock acquisition. This will continue till the value of the
mutex variable is set to ’0’ by the other thread. Once the value is ’1’, the core captures the address
of the lock variable in a “link register” and can now proceed to executing the sc instruction. The sc
instruction writes a ’1’ to the mutex variable if the cores still holds the reservation for that address.
If the reservation is lost, the code will loop back and try the whole sequence again (starting with ll
instruction). A contended lock forces retries to acquire the lock, as threads can steal the reservation




Explicit point-to-point communication is proposed to accelerate shared memory synchronization.
This is achieved by dedicating one or more threads to manage locks, called services threads.
Figure 4.4.1 shows the logical view of different threads being used as either worker threads or
services threads. Explicit messaging instructions are used to communicate between application
threads and the services threads. For example, a “lock acquire” request generates a blocking send
message through a sendr instruction. The data carried by this message contains the address of the
lock. If the requested lock is free, the corresponding services thread marks it as locked and send an
explicit reply to the requester using the resumer instruction. The resumer instruction unblocks the
requesting core, which enters the critical section. On the other hand, if a lock is already acquired
by another thread, the services thread adds the requesting core into a waiter list. The services
thread only replies back once the requested lock is free. This behavior ensures atomicity, as there
is only one thread managing a given lock variable. The race to acquire a lock is now only in the
interconnect and all requests get serialized in the receive queue.
Once a core is done executing critical section, it releases the lock by executing “lock release”.
A non-blocking send message is generated through a send instruction. Upon receiving an unlock
request, the services thread marks the lock as free. It also checks for any pending lock requests
and replies to the waiter core, if there is one. A “barrier wait” is implemented along the same
lines using blocking sendr instruction. In this case, the services thread waits for a message from all
threads participating in the barrier before replying and unblocking the sender threads.
The idea of services threads is generalized to one or more threads. This helps improve the
performance of lock management, as the communication is spread across cores and exploits
concurrency. Furthermore, the queuing delay caused by serialization is also spread across cores,
improving performance. Similarly, multiple services threads are utilized to implement hierarchical
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barrier. This eliminates a single serialization point for the barrier, and distributes network congestion
as well. Furthermore, the communication with barrier managers occurs concurrently, which results
in additional benefits.
Moving Computation To Data
This section explores a model of execution where the proposed architecture enables doing away
with synchronization primitive all together, and the critical section is pinned and executed at a
dedicated core. Instead of sending a request to acquire a lock, each worker thread sends a message
to the services thread executing the corresponding critical code section. The send message can
either be blocking or non-blocking depending on the workload. The services thread receives the
message and performs the critical section operations atomically and without any interruption. If the
worker thread expects a reply, the services thread sends one and starts waiting for the next message.
This way the data itself is pinned to a single location and computation is sent over to that location to
be performed on the data.
This approach provides benefits on multiple fronts. First, the core doesn’t have to incur stalls
due to lock acquisition delays. This is especially beneficial in the case where non-blocking messages
from the worker threads can be used, as the worker threads can send the message and immediately
move on. Second, the shared data is pinned at a single core, hence taking advantage of data locality
and reduced coherence traffic. Multiple services threads provide benefits by distributing the work
and overlapping communication with computation. This approach also provides another flexibility
which can prove to be highly valuable; i.e., atomic execution of more than one operation.
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4.4.2 Graph & Machine Learning Workloads
The applicability of the proposed architecture is illuminated using the emerging graph analytic and
machine learning parallel workloads. Graph analytics is well known for its unstructured data and
intractable communication patterns. Moreover, machine learning workloads are also known for their
massive amount of data communication requirements. A representative graph benchmark, Single
Source Shortest Path (SSSP), is taken from the CRONO benchmark suite [90], and a popular neural
network benchmark, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), is developed for evaluation purposes.
To better understand communication patterns and synchronization primitive usages, these
benchmarks are classified based on their implementation requirements, such as need for locks and
barriers. SSSP require the use of both fine-grain locks and barriers. On the other hand, CNN do
not require fine-grain locking. However, it requires barrier synchronization to separate layers of
learning, and propagate the learned information to subsequent layers. Both evaluated benchmarks
are first implemented using the pthread library and then rewritten using the proposed mechanisms
discussed in Section 4.4.1. The workload with critical section, SSSP, is implemented using the
two methods described in the Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.1. On the other hand, workload that require
only barrier synchronization, CNN, is implemented with a simple barrier realization using explicit
messaging (as explained in Sec. 4.4.1).
In the rest of this section, the implementation of the two benchmarks is discussed. SSSP is
chosen because it has a large critical section which needs synchronization of data access. This
is a representative graph benchmark that is known for its lack of scalability on traditional shared
memory. CNN does not have any critical section, however it needs barriers for thread synchronization
so learned data propagates to subsequent layers. These characteristics make this representative
benchmark require barrier synchronization and producer-consumer communication, as are most
machine learning algorithms.
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Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP)
SSSP algorithm computes the shortest path in a graph with non-negative edge weights, and is a
popular benchmark used in various applications, such as self-driving cars [111]. The algorithm
starts from a user defined vertex, and hops over all the vertices in the graph, updating neighboring
vertices with lowest path costs from the starting vertex. A distance array is updated with the lowest
path costs, depicted by the relax function in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The relax function in SSSP, using locks
1: Initialize distance array(D)
2: (v, u) is a vertex, neighbor pair
3: << Parallel Relax Function >>
4: for (each neighbor, u, of v) do
5: Lock (u)
6: if D[v] +D[v, u] < D[u] then
7: D[u]← D[v] +D[v, u]
8: UnLock (u)
9: barrier wait(barrier)
10: update range ()
11: barrier wait(barrier)
The algorithm consists of two main loops, an outer loop that visits all the vertices, and the inner
loop which visits all the neighboring vertices of a given vertex, each of which can be parallelized.
Only the inner loop is shown in Algorithm 1, as it depicts the critical section. The outer loop can be
parallelized in a controlled manner, where vertices are scheduled in pareto fronts to update distance
costs. [98]. In the traditional shared memory version of SSSP, the outer loop is divided amongst
threads dynamically by allocating chunks of pareto fronts amongst threads. Vertex path costs are
updated using locks, Algorithm 1 lines 6 and 7, as threads may update distances of vertices with
common neighbors. Real world graphs, such as road networks, are known to have a smaller numbers
of neighboring vertices, and hence the outer loop parallelization works well in such common cases
due to smaller synchronization requirements. In this work, range-based parallelization strategy is
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used in which the outer loop is divided among threads depending on the calculated range. The
range specifies which vertices can or cannot be relaxed, and is determined based on the input
graphs size and connectivity [112]. Since propagations of range values need to be pushed to all
threads simultaneously, a master thread updates the global range value via barrier synchronization
(Algorithm 1 lines 9-11).
Algorithm 2 The relax function in SSSP, using messages
1: Initialize distance array(D)
2: (v, u) is a vertex, neighbor pair
3:
4: << Worker Thread : Parallel Relax Function >>
5: update range () using sendr
6: for (each neighbor, u, of v) do
7: send(v, u, tid)
8:
9: << Service Thread : Parallel Relax Function >>
10: recv(v, u, tid)
11: if D[v] +D[v, u] < D[u] then
12: D[u]← D[v] +D[v, u]
The hybrid implementation differs from the shared memory version in two ways. First, it uses a
controller thread to calculate new pareto fronts, and worker threads send ”work request” messages
to the controller thread to pull parallel work. This eliminates the need for barrier (Algorithm 1, lines
9-11), as the controller thread implicitly prohibits worker threads from pulling unsafe work. Second,
it accelerates the critical section usage. The two implementations described in the Sections 4.4.1
and 4.4.1 are used to synchronize access to shared data. With the first method, lock management
is parallelized using multiple services threads to manage the fine-grain locks. This distributes
synchronization, and worker threads are dispatched to the services threads for lock requests instead
of increasing the usual memory coherence traffic by ping-ponging lock cache lines around the chip.
Moreover, the second method circumvents locks and atomically perform the critical section work
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(i.e., updates distances) within a services thread that is responsible for that vertex. Worker threads
send messages to the services threads with the target distance array (Algorithm 2 line 7), after which
the services thread locally performs computations and commit the distance values (Algorithm 2
lines 10-12).
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are special type of feed-forward neural networks in which
each neuron in each convolutional layer is connected to a small region of the input. CNNs are
utilized in various areas in machine learning such as image recognition, video analysis, and natural
language processing. Specifically, they have accomplished state-of-the-art performance in the visual
classification and recognition related applications, namely bank check reading, face recognition,
and traffic sign recognition [113] [114] [115].
Algorithm 3 Shared Memory CNN Implementation
1: << Parallel Work >>
2: ConvolutionLayer(input, conv out, tid, threads)
3:
4: input=conv out








13: OutputLayer(input, output, tid, threads)
14: barrier wait(barrier)
CNNs generally consist of multiple convolution layers. Each convolution layer contains multiple
filters to extract different features from the given input data (input image or output of previous
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layer). Convolution layer is often followed by a sub-sampling layer and non-linear function, such
as rectified linear unit (ReLU) function or tanh function. Generally, one or more fully-connected
layers come after these layers to be utilized as classifier layers, and generally a softmax layer is
used as output layer to generate probability distribution of the classes [116].
Algorithm 4 Hybrid CNN Implementation
1: << Worker Threads Parallel CNN >>
2: ConvolutionLayer(input, conv out, tid, threads)
3:
4: input=conv out








13: OutputLayer(input, output, tid, threads)
14: sendr(MasterThread, barrier)
15:
16: << Master Thread >>
17: for ( each worker thread ) do
18: recvmsg(&addr[thread], &msg)
19:
20: for ( each worker thread ) do
21: resumer(addr[thread], continue)
Algorithm 3 depicts basic parallelization strategy for the convolution and sub-sampling layers
of CNN under shared memory. As it is shown in the algorithm, the neurons are tiled and tiles
are divided among threads. When the neurons are properly tiled in both convolution and sub-
sampling layers, there is no need for synchronization between these layers. Synchronization is only
needed after the sub-sampling layer before moving on to the next layer. Similarly, neuron-level
parallelization is deployed in fully-connected layers. Since neurons in the fully-connected layers
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are obliged to access all the outputs from previous layer neurons, thread synchronization is required
after each fully-connected layer.
While traditional shared memory implementation exploits traditional spin-barriers under RISC-
based systems to synchronize the threads, the hybrid approach implements barriers using explicit
messages. As seen in Algorithm 4, each thread sends a blocking sendr message to the controller
thread after they are done with their work. The controller thread receives messages from all the
worker threads, and then sends back a resumer message to each worker thread. Unlike the traditional
barrier implementation, the hybrid barrier eliminates the cache line ping-pong among threads and
eliminates the extra test instructions. As CNN does not have a critical section and only uses barrier
synchronization, remote function execution does not make sense for this type of workloads. If
one tries to implement CNN with remote function execution model, it will look exactly the same
as the version described above. The reason is that using a blocking send message is a must in
implementing a barrier primitive.
4.5 Discussion
4.5.1 Memory Consistency Implications
In order to ensure that all explicit messages have been observed at their destinations, the RISC
fence instruction is extended for explicit messages. A barrier in the proposed architecture is
implemented using the blocking sendr instruction, which provides synchronization guarantee but
not data consistency. Therefore, a fence instruction may be required before the sendr to ensure
data consistency. A fence instruction must ensure that all pending messages in the send queue are
pushed into the network and observed at the receiving side. The condition for observability at the
receiving side is ensured by monitoring the capacity counter since it tracks all in-flight messages
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whose ACKs haven’t been observed yet. Once the capacity counter reaches its initialized value, all
sent messages have been seen at their destinations. At this point, the core moves on and commits
the fence instruction.
4.5.2 Asynchronous Communication
The proposed hybrid architecture supports synchronous transfer of data using the recv instruction.
Another option could have been to get rid of this instruction and interrupt the core on a message
arrival, similar to prior work [108, 107]. The core can then perform a context switch and execute a
service routine to handle the message. This approach can cause continuous context switching if
the rate of arrival of messages is high. However, if one wishes to implement such asynchronous
communication, it is possible to do so in the proposed architecture. For that, a thread can spin on
a recv instruction, going to sleep if there is no data to consume. The thread is woken up once a
message arrives and can then perform the desired operation. This is the approach taken to implement
services threads in a multi-threaded core setup.
4.5.3 Context Switching & Thread Migration
Supporting context switching and thread migration is a necessity for a general purpose processor.
However, the proposed architecture can deadlock if in-flight explicit messages are not dealt with
properly. This can happen because an in-flight message can be delivered to a core where the thread is
not running any more. To properly handle this situation, a clean-up mechanism is required to ensure
all in-flight messages are delivered before thread migration can occur. The clean-up mechanism
works as follows. The OS halts all the threads from injecting any more messages into the network.
After that, the OS monitors the capacity counter of each thread and waits for them to get back to
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their initialized values. This signifies that all the threads have received ACKs for all their in-flight
messages and there is no explicit message in the network. Therefore, the OS only allows context
switches when the whole system is in a clean state. At this point, there are no valid entries in
the the send and receive queues and the OS can perform the context switch. It also updates the
thread-to-core mapping so that future messages can get to their destination properly. If a thread tries
to send a message to a thread that in not currently active, the OS will first switch the required thread
in and then allow the send to be inserted in the send queue (eventually making it to the desired
thread).
4.5.4 Pushing Data Model
Maintaining cache coherence for shared read-write data can result in generating additional on-chip
messages. These messages can negatively impact the performance in a workload that consists of
mainly shared read-write data. Furthermore, a core that needs some data, pulls it in by actively
requesting it. In a producer-consumer setting with multiple producers and consumers, accesses to
the shared data is synchronized through a barrier. One can implement the strategy discussed in
Sec 4.4.1 to improve the performance of barriers. However, the workload can be redesigned to take
advantage of the explicit communication. In this model, the producers push their data towards the
consumers through explicit communication. The consumers can only use that data once it is pushed
towards them, hence, eliminating the need for a barrier.
This approach eliminates the coherence indirections, resulting in lower on-chip traffic. The
removal of barrier further improves performance by increasing resource utilization (due to lower
wait times). However, a producer thread now needs to send all the data explicitly by executing
a special software routine that generates explicit send instructions. This can quickly become a
bottleneck of its own and supersede any benefits achieved. The described behavior is prominent in
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workloads with one-to-all type of communication (cf. Sec 4.4.2). This behavior is a use-case that
underlines the necessity of retaining shared memory. Furthermore, the system is prone to deadlock
if a finite send capacity counter is used. This can easily happen in an all-to-all communication
pattern where every thread needs to send a certain number of explicit messages before it can start
receiving messages. In this case, if all threads stop sending messages because they run out of send
capacity, the system can no longer make forward progress and deadlock. The only way to resolve
the deadlock situation is to keep a very high send capacity counter. However, that can become
impractical as the buffering required at the receiver can be prohibitively high (cf. Sec 4.4.2).
4.6 Evaluation Methodology
4.6.1 Software Tool-chain
An LLVM-based compiler has been developed that supports the proposed ISA extensions. An
application must be re-compiled using the compiler. The compiler itself does not inherently
understand explicit messaging. Instead, the send and receive instructions are simply wrapped within
assembly blocks, using the gcc extended asm block syntax to instruct the compiler as to what
registers are inputs or outputs. This allows the compiler to allocate registers properly and schedule
the code.
4.6.2 Simulator Setup
The proposed architecture has been implemented using an in-house industry-class simulator and
associated tool-chain for the LLVM-based compiler. A compiled application is fed to an Architecture
Description Language (ADL) [117] front-end, which in turn drives the performance models. A
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Architectural Parameter Value
Number of Cores 256 @ 1 GHz
Compute Pipeline per Core In-Order, Single-Issue
Physical Address Length 48 bits
Memory Subsystem
L1-I Cache per core 16 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L1-D Cache per core 32 KB, 4-way Assoc., 1 cycle
L2 Cache per core 256 KB, 8-way Assoc.
2 cycle tag, 4 cycle data
Inclusive
Cache Line Size 64 bytes
Directory Protocol Invalidation-based MESI
ACKwise4 [47]
Num. of Memory Controllers 8
DRAM Bandwidth 10 GBps per Controller
DRAM Latency 100 ns
Explicit Communication
Send queue per core 4 entry
Receive queue per core 128 entry
Electrical 2-D Mesh with XY Routing
Hop Latency 2 cycles (1-router, 1-link)
Contention Model Only link contention
(Infinite input buffers)
Flit Width 64 bits
Table 4.6.1: Architectural parameters for evaluation.
futuristic 256-core tiled many-core processor with a two-level private L1, shared L2 cache hierarchy
per core is evaluated. The default architectural parameters used for evaluation are shown in
Table 4.6.1. Single-issue, in-order compute cores are modeled because the power consumption of
complex out-of-order cores can be prohibitively high at large core count. Furthermore, the high
concurrency in present and future applications makes the case for using many simple cores, as
compared to a lower number of complex out-of-order cores.
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4.6.3 Performance Models
All experiments are performed using the core, cache hierarchy, coherence protocol, memory system,
and on-chip interconnection network models implemented within the simulator. These models
have been derived from Graphite multicore simulator [49]. The performance models have been
extended to accurately account for explicit communication instructions. All mechanisms and
protocol overheads discussed in Section 4.3 are modeled. The electrical mesh interconnection
network uses XY routing. Since modern network-on-chip routers are pipelined [86], and 2- or even
1-cycle per hop router latencies [87] have been demonstrated, a 2-cycle per hop delay is modeled;
the appropriate pipeline latencies associated with loading and unloading a packet onto the network
is also accounted for. In addition to the fixed per-hop latency, network contention delays are also
modeled (derived from Graphite multicore simulator).
4.6.4 Benchmarks and Evaluation Metrics
Each multi-threaded benchmark is run to completion using NYC Road Network [118] for SSSP and
MNIST [119] for CNN as the input. For performance, the completion time is measured, i.e., the
time in the parallel region of the benchmark. The parallel completion time is broken down into the
following categories:
1. Instructions: Time spent retiring instructions.
2. L1-I Fetch Stalls: Stall time due to instruction cache misses.
3. Compute Stalls: Stall time due to waiting for functional unit (ALU, FPU, Multiplier, etc.)
results.
4. Memory Stalls: Stall time due to load/store queue capacity limits, fences and waiting for load
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completion.
5. Branch Speculation: Stall time due to mis-predicted branch instructions.
6. Communication Stalls: Stall time due to waiting on locks, barriers and condition variables.
The communication latency includes stalls caused by send (due to blocking in the send queue, as
discussed in Sec 4.3.3), recv (waiting for the message to arrive), and sendr (round-trip latency to
the destination, wait time in the destination’s receive queue, and destination’s execution latency)
instructions.
4.6.5 Configurations
1. Shared Memory: This is the baseline system which relies on traditional synchronization
primitives to implement locks and barriers.
2. Acc: This configuration replaces shared memory synchronization with explicit communication.
It dedicates a certain number of cores to manage locks and barriers as described in Sec 4.4.1.
3. MC: Moving computation to data. This configuration removes the need for synchronization
through locks completely and pins the critical section at one or more cores (cf. Sec 4.4.1). This
approach enables efficient management of data locality by eliminating cache line ping-pong,
and also eliminates overhead of round-trip latency for acquiring lock.
4. Push: This configuration removes the need for barrier synchronization and instead transfer




































































Figure 4.7.1: Completion time results for CNN under shared memory, Acc, and Push. All results are
normalized to sequential baseline.
4.7 Results
4.7.1 The Case For Shared Memory
Shared memory paradigm is prevalent in the computing world because of its ease of use and the
fact that the complexity is hidden from the programmer. Shared memory is efficient in exploiting
spatio-temporal locality for private and shared read-only data through the underlying coherence
and consistency protocols. Tesseract [107] makes a case for implementing a message passing only
system and doing away with shared memory. The argument is valid for workloads with fine-grain
locks and contended data (such as graph workloads). However, it is not feasible to transfer large
amounts of data in a multiple producers, multiple consumers setting efficiently with message passing
only. I claim that shared memory is a necessity to enable efficient data transfer and that accelerating
the synchronization barrier provides the extra performance. This claim is validated through a
machine learning workload, CNN, which needs to shovel massive amounts of data from producers
to consumers (cf. Sec 4.4.2).
Figure 4.7.1 shows the scaling trends of CNN at 1 to 256 threads under different configurations.
The shared memory version utilizes coherence protocol and barrier synchronization to keep data
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consistent. Its clearly visible that the barrier becomes prohibitively expensive at higher thread count
because of excessive retries and memory operations. Shared memory CNN only scales till 32 threads
to achieve a speedup of 28.6× over sequential and the performance starts deteriorating after that.
Acc performs the data transfer through shared memory, however, it accelerates the barrier using
techniques described in Sec 4.4.1. The barrier implementation in Acc eliminates instruction retries
and useless memory accesses. Acc scales up to 256 threads and achieve a speedup of 3.5× over the
best point in shared memory and 100.5× over sequential.
To validate the claim that shared memory is needed for efficient data transfer, experiments are
also run with Push. In this configuration, synchronization as well as data transfer is performed
using explicit communication. As CNN contains all-to-all communication between different layers,
using explicit messaging starts becoming expensive real quick. The reason being that the producer
thread has to execute 255 send instructions (at 256 threads) to transfer data to the consumers. In
comparison, data transfer through shared memory only require a single store to a globally shared
structure. The consumers threads can then concurrently perform a load to consume the data. As
each producer needs to send its data to all other threads, it increases the congestion in the on-chip
network. Consequently, same performance gains are not observed as in Acc. Push provides a
speedup of 77.1× over sequential at 256 threads, ∼ 23% slower than Acc. It is still better than the
shared memory version by 2.7× because it also accelerates the barrier. It should be noted that the
experiment for Push was run with an infinite send capacity counter, as limiting it deadlocks the
system. The max utilization at the receive queues was monitored in order to have a sense of the kind
of buffering needed to make it work. Experiments showed a max utilization of 720, prohibitively





































































Figure 4.7.2: Completion time results for SSSP under shared memory, Acc, and MC. All results are
normalized to sequential baseline.
4.7.2 The Case For Explicit Communication
Figure 4.7.2 shows the scaling trends of SSSP at 1 to 256 threads under different configurations. As
illustrated in the figure, shared memory implementation scales to 32 threads and shows a maximum
of 16.2× speedup. The speedup decreases after 32 threads because of the instruction retries to
acquire the lock. Instruction retries both increases the instruction count and memory operations
drastically which limits the scalability in benchmarks like SSSP due to contended locks. Increasing
thread count from 32 to 64 doubles the L1D accesses and boosts the sharing misses by ∼ 3×. Even
though increasing thread count helps with the compute time, blowup in the memory stall suppresses
the benefit and limits the performance. Further increase in the thread count causes instruction count
to balloon as well.
Figure 4.7.2 also displays the scalability results for the Acc implementation using multiple
services threads as lock managers. The Acc implementation improves the scalability up to 256
threads and yields a maximum speedup of 59.1× over sequential and 3.65× over best shared
memory speedup. The maximum speedup is obtained using 80 threads as lock managers while the
rest as worker threads. By deploying a lock manager the cache line ping-pong and instructions retries
are eliminated, and multiple lock managers overlap communication and computation providing
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further gains.
MC affixes the critical section at a set of cores, as described in Sec 4.4.1. This improves over
Acc by eliminating the lock acquisition overhead and pinning the shared data at a single location.
As the worker threads perform the critical section update using non-blocking send messages,
more computation is overlapped with communication. The compute pipeline can still stall due to
other reasons described in Sec 4.3.3. As a send capacity counter of 4 is used in this experiment,
communication stalls do occur and are visible in fig. 4.7.2. SSSP is able to take advantage of MC
and scales all the way up to 256 threads to achieve a speedup of 127.2× over sequential. This
translates to a speedup of 7.8× over shared memory and 2.1× over Acc.
4.7.3 SSSP – Services Threads Sweep Study
In order to determined the right balance between worker and services threads in MC, a sweep study
is performed. Figure 4.7.3 shows the results for this experiment. The number of services threads are
varied from 32 to 160 in 32 threads increments while keeping the send capacity counter at 4. With
increasing services threads, the number of worker threads goes down with each worker thread doing
more application work. This can be seen in fig. 4.7.3 where the number of instructions executed is
increasing with increasing services threads. Furthermore, the memory stall also increases, as the
same number of accesses are now performed by a smaller number of worker threads. However,
as there are more services threads, the computation is being posted to more threads, increasing
concurrency. Additionally, the higher number of services threads process the requests faster,
enabling the worker threads to not stall due to send capacity bottleneck. This is visible in the figure
where the red portion of the bar, “Communication Stalls”, goes down with increasing services
threads. 128 services threads delivers the best completion time due to the reasons discussed above,
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Figure 4.7.3: Completion time (left) and speedup (right) observed at varying services thread count for SSSP
under MC at send capacity counter of 4. Results are relative to 32 services threads (1st bar).
further reduces the “Communication Stalls”, however, number of instructions executed and the
memory access latency increases enough to nullify the gains and the overall completion time is
higher compared to that of 128 services threads.
4.7.4 SSSP – Capacity Counter Sweep Study
A sweep study is conducted to determined the optimal value of send capacity counter in MC. An
optimal value is defined as one that keeps the max utilization of the receive queues reasonable while
delivering high performance. Figure 4.7.4 shows the results for this experiment. The send capacity
counter is varied from 2 to 8 in increments of 2 while keeping the services threads count at 128. The
increase in send capacity counter affects the communication stalls component of the completion
time. Higher the capacity counter, lower the communication stalls. The reason being that a worker
thread can have more in-flight messages in the network. However, if the services threads are not
fast enough, the messages can build up in the receive queue. This inflates the max utilization of
the receive queues, increasing the hardware required to support maximum throughput. The max
utilization for each capacity counter data point is mentioned in fig. 4.7.4 (left). It can be seen that
going from capacity counter of 2 to 4, there is a big jump in speedup. However, increasing the
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Figure 4.7.4: Completion time (left) and speedup (right) observed at varying send capacity counter for SSSP
under MC at 128 services threads. Results are relative to a send capacity counter of 2 (1st bar).
max receive queue utilization of 123. This enables us to keep the receive queue size of 128 entries,
keeping the overheads small.
4.8 Conclusion
This chapter proposes a hybrid shared memory, explicit messaging many-core architecture that
implements instruction-level explicit messaging instructions on top of the shared memory paradigm.
The idea is to moved as much computation to data as possible, hence accelerating communication,
in future single-chip many-core processors that are expected to execute emerging workloads, such
as graph analytic and machine learning. These workloads exhibit fine-grain communication and
data sharing for large amounts of data. The communication models introduced by the proposed




Many-core processors with hundreds of cores on a single chip are projected to be available within
the next decade to meet the performance requirements of future applications. Scaling to hundreds
of cores on a single chip present a number of challenges, mainly efficient data access and on-chip
communication. This thesis provides practical solutions to challenges with efficient data access and
efficient on-chip communication. The contributions made in this thesis enable energy efficient and
scalable many-core architectures.
This thesis first discusses energy efficient operation for future many-core processors at nominal
as well as near-threshold voltages. Operating at near-threshold voltage renders some of the memory
bit-cells faulty due to PVT variations. This work presents a private L1 cache architecture that
balances the tradeoff between access latency and cache capacity. NUCA-L1 can be generalized to
L2 and lower level caches as well.
The thesis then presents a data replication scheme to improve the utilization of the last level
cache and reduce on-chip data movement. The scheme balances the tradeoff between improving
on-chip data locality and off-chip miss rate. This is achieved by implementing a low-overhead yet
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highly accurate hardware-only predictive mechanism to track and classify the reuse of each cache
line in the LLC. The proposed replication scheme enables lower memory access latency and energy
by selectively replicating cache lines that show high reuse in the LLC slice of the requesting core,
while bypassing replication for cache lines with low reuse. This improves data access locality by
minimizing the number of accesses to remote locations in a single chip many-core processor.
Finally, the thesis proposes a low-overhead and deadlock-free shared memory–explicit messag-
ing hybrid architecture. The architecture introduces an explicit messaging layer on top of shared
memory that enables programmable communication models, overlapping of communication with
computation, efficient management of data locality, and movement of computation to data. The pro-
posed architecture significantly mitigates the bottlenecks caused by shared memory synchronization
and inefficient on-chip communication.
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